Department Application
Bronze and Silver Award

ATHENA SWAN BRONZE DEPARTMENT AWARDS
Recognise that in addition to institution-wide policies, the department is working to promote gender
equality and to identify and address challenges particular to the department and discipline.

ATHENA SWAN SILVER DEPARTMENT AWARDS
In addition to the future planning required for Bronze department recognition, Silver department
awards recognise that the department has taken action in response to previously identified challenges
and can demonstrate the impact of the actions implemented.
Note: Not all institutions use the term ‘department’. There are many equivalent academic groupings
with different names, sizes and compositions. The definition of a ‘department’ can be found in the
Athena SWAN awards handbook.

COMPLETING THE FORM
DO NOT ATTEMPT TO COMPLETE THIS APPLICATION FORM WITHOUT READING THE ATHENA
SWAN AWARDS HANDBOOK.
This form should be used for applications for Bronze and Silver department awards.
You should complete each section of the application applicable to the award level you are applying for.
Additional areas for Silver applications are highlighted throughout
the form: 5.2, 5.4, 5.5(iv)

If you need to insert a landscape page in your application, please copy and paste the template page at
the end of the document, as per the instructions on that page. Please do not insert any section breaks as
to do so will disrupt the page numbers.

WORD COUNT
The overall word limit for applications are shown in the following table.
There are no specific word limits for the individual sections and you may distribute words over each of
the sections as appropriate. At the end of every section, please state how many words you have used in
that section.
We have provided the following recommendations as a guide.

Total word count for the application = 11713
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Department application
Word limit

Bronze
10,500

Silver
12,000

Recommended word count
1.Letter of endorsement

500

500

2.Description of the department

500

500

3. Self-assessment process

1,000

1,000

4. Picture of the department

2,000

2,000

5. Supporting and advancing women’s careers

6,000

6,500

6. Case studies

n/a

1,000

7. Further information

500

500

References and abbreviations
UoY

University of York

ED

Environment Department including Stockholm Environment Institute at York

SEI-Y

Stockholm Environment Institute at York

Core ED

ED excluding SEI-Y

ASC

Athena SWAN Committee

YESI

York Environmental Sustainability Initiative (a cross-UoY, interdisciplinary
research group)

DTC

Departmental Teaching Committee

DRC

Departmental Research Committee

BoS

Board of Studies

HR

Human Resources

IRF

Independent Research Fellow

LM

Line Manager

ECR

Early Career Researcher

AP

Action Plan

Staff Survey

Staff Equality and Culture Survey.

PDR

Performance Development Review

NB Actions from the Current Action plan linked to statements or data are presented for example as
(AP1.4). Those relating to actions in our Previous Bronze Action plan are presented as (Bronze AP1.4) .
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Name of institution

University of York

Department

Environment Department

Focus of department

STEMM

Date of application

28th April 2017

Award Level

Silver

Institution Athena SWAN award

Date: 2006 (renewed 2010,
2013, 2015)

Contact for application

Dr. Kathryn Arnold

Must be based in the department

Email

Kathryn.Arnold@york.ac.uk

Telephone

01904 322997

Departmental website

www.york.ac.uk/environment/

Level: Bronze

1. LETTER OF ENDORSEMENT FROM THE HEAD OF DEPARTMENT
Recommended word count: Bronze: 500 words | Silver: 500 words
An accompanying letter of endorsement from the head of department should be included. If the head of
department is soon to be succeeded, or has recently taken up the post, applicants should include an
additional short statement from the incoming head.
Note: Please insert the endorsement letter immediately after this cover page.
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(525 words)
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE DEPARTMENT
The Environment Department (ED) brings together physical, natural and social scientists, working with
decision-makers at international, national and local level, to develop innovative solutions to global
environmental challenges. Formed in 1992, the core Environment Department now has 31 academic
(teaching & research) staff members, 14 Researchers, two teaching-only staff, 17 professional and support
staff which includes administrative and technical staff, 62 PhD students of over 20 different nationalities,
67 PGT students and 418 undergraduate students.
Since 2011, our strength has been augmented by embedding the Stockholm Environment Institute at York
(SEI-Y) into the Department. SEI-Y is the second largest of the seven SEI Centres, comprising 23 research
staff, one academic (joint with the core ED) and six support staff. SEI is an internationally-renowned
research institute focussed on environment and sustainable development with a mission to translate
science into policy.
Since January 2016, the Environment Department has been located in the new £12.5 million purpose-built
Environment Building. As the core ED and SEI-Y are all situated in one building, staff and students come
together regularly – informally in the open plan social areas and formally at joint meetings and seminars.

Figure 1: Some of our staff and PhD students celebrating the opening of our new building in 2016. After
years of being split across three buildings, the new building has brought many advantages, as well as a
few challenges.
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The Environment Department is a leading centre for teaching and research around sustainable solutions
to the world's environmental challenges. In the 2014 REF, 96% of our research was internationally
recognised. In 2015, we ranked as a QS World Top 100 Department.
SEI has been ranked the most influential global think-tank on environment in 2017. Its work is based
around four themes (Figure 2a): Managing Environmental Systems; Reducing Climate Risk; Transforming
Governance; and Re-thinking Development. SEI-Y is, therefore a semi-autonomous, research-only unit,
subject to different demands (e.g. staff are funded by external contracts) and management structure.
The core ED’s research base covers the spectrum from underlying physical geography and environmental
science through ecology and human geography to environmental policy. Our three research themes
(Figure 2) reflect the need for holistic understanding across this spectrum to build knowledge of how
physical, chemical and biological systems function, the benefits they bring to humans, and how these
benefits can be sustained to enhance societal wellbeing: At a University level, the ED is a major contributor
to the York Environmental Sustainability Institute (YESI) which facilitates collaboration across all
departments in UoY (Figure 2).
Research activity to address the three research themes is coordinated through four research groups which
meet every 1-4 weeks:
● Physical and environmental geography
● Environmental science
● Ecology and conservation
● Environment and society
In summary, the Environment Department is a multi-disciplinary, integrated and inclusive unit,
combining both a standard academic department with an international, research only, think tank. In
2014, we gained an Athena SWAN Bronze award and the lens of gender equality is now applied to all of
our strategies and processes. The department has expanded enormously over the last decade and has
been undergoing a sustained period of rapid change. Despite this, we have retained a relatively flat
management structure and highly collaborative approach to research and teaching (Figure 2b).
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a)

b)
Figure 2: a) The three Environment Department research themes and their relationship with SEI York
themes and YESI research themes; b) Overview of Core ED organisation
(500 words)
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3. THE SELF-ASSESSMENT PROCESS
Recommended word count: Bronze: 1000 words | Silver: 1000 words
Describe the self-assessment process. This should include:
(i)

a description of the self-assessment team

The Environment Department’s (ED) Athena SWAN committee (ASC) was established in January 2014
and includes the Head of Department, staff and students (Table 2). Our size and diversity has increased
over the Bronze period (2014 – 2017) to enhance our relevance and influence. New members are found
through advertising within the department and a discussion at the ASC meetings of the suitability of
candidates to represent a particular section of the department. We include staff representatives from
both the core ED and SEI-Y and from all job roles and stages - early career researchers (ECRs), junior and
senior academics, support staff and postgraduates. Members then disseminate ASC actions and gather
opinions back through the ED community:
Athena SWAN updates are a standing item on the agendas of most departmental meetings: the monthly
staff meeting, Departmental Management Group, Board of Studies, ECR group, Support Staff group and
Departmental Research Committee. Links to the Sciences Faculty are though the chair of the ASC, who is
an elected member of the Sciences Faculty Board, and the HoD. All Departmental ASC chairs belong to
the UoY’s Athena SWAN forum which aims to share best practice and support departmental
applications. Chairing the ASC is specifically included in our departmental staff workload model (50
hours p.a.) and membership is built into the model via the administrative time allocation.
Table 1: Members of the ASC, their focus in the Self Assessment team (SAT) and information about their
roles and motivations

SAT member
(role) Gender
Dr. Kathryn Arnold
(Academic)
Female

Focus in SAT

Dr. Nancy Baines
(Support Staff)
Female
Dr. Charlotte Burns
(Academic)
Female

Career support
given to students

Francesca Falcini (PhD
Student)
Female

PhD student
representative




PhD student in glaciology and remote sensing
British Society for Geomorphology postgraduate
forum rep

Dr. Maria Gehrels
(Support staff)
Female

Represents
technical staff



Part-time laboratory technician in physical
geography
Married to an academic and has two children

Chair
UoY Equality and
Diversity
Champion for ED

About team members







Represents mid- 
career academics 



Senior lecturer in Ecology
Works flexibly & part-time since 2009 (0.5 –
0.8FTE
Mentor for the department, UoY and Royal
Society
Married to academic & has two children
ED’s Industry Liaison Officer
Married with two children & works part-time (see
Case Study)
Senior Lecturer in Environmental Politics & Policy
Now full-time but has worked part-time (0.6 - 0.8
FTE), and taken two periods of maternity leave
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Dr. Jon Hill (Academic)
Male

Represents junior 
academics & UG 
admissions


Professor Mark
Hodson
(Academic)
Male
Emma Holland
(Support staff)
Female

Head of
Department




Mineralogist and geochemist
Married with two children and joint caring
responsibilities

Represents SEI-Y
& support staff



SEI York Administration Manager responsible for
coordination admin, HR and resources

Sarah Knight
(PhD Student)
Female

Represents PhD
students in ED





PhD on conservation, ecosystem services and
human well-being
Got married during PhD
Joined ASC to represent PhD colleagues

Rob Marchant,
(Academic)
Male

Represents senior 
academics &

International staff 
& students

Associate Provost for Internationalisation
Reader in environmental change.
Married with two teenage children and was
primary carer when the children were infants.

Rachel Pateman (Early
Career Researcher)
Female

Represents SEI-Y
and ECRs

Miranda PrendergastMiller (Early Career
Researcher)
Female

Represents ECRs
in core ED

Adam Regis (Support
staff)
Male
Deborah Sharpe
(Support staff)
Female

Represents SEI-Y
and support staff






Represents
technicians







(ii)

Numerical environmental scientist
Programme leader for Environmental Geography
Married to a full time research fellow.

Researcher at SEI-Y ( 2013 - present) after
completing PhD in Biology Department in 2012
Returned to work part time in September 2016
after maternity leave.
Research interests in soil ecology and sustainable
soils
Husband also works at UoY as support staff and
son attends the University’s on-campus nursery
Finance Manager at SEI-Y since May 2005 & part
of management team
Married with three teenage children
Technician responsible for providing support to
UG and masters teaching
Enjoys the provision flexitime gives to maintain a
good work-life balance
Working towards better opportunities for Support
Staff

an account of the self-assessment process

Since receiving the feedback from the Athena SWAN team on our 2014 Bronze application, the ASC now
meets monthly as part of our self-assessment process with additional sub-group meetings arranged as
and when required to progress actions. This meeting is centrally timetabled to ensure that all members
can attend and starts at 9:30 to allow members to complete caring duties. From 2015 onwards, when
the Athena SWAN charter was expanded, we widened membership of the ASC to include support staff
and PGRs. ASC collects, analyses and reviews data, runs regular surveys of staff and students, identifies
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where changes are needed, invites discussion, initiates action and monitors progress against our AP (AP
1.1).
In November 2016, we carried out a Staff Equality and Diversity Survey (hereafter ‘Staff Survey’) to help
us understand how staff experience their working environment and what improvements we can make to
ensure equality of opportunity for all. The survey was promoted by the Head of Department (HoD) and
Chair of the ASC, drawing a response rate of 51% across all staff grades and roles (see AP 5.3 for plans to
improve response rate). The survey focused on seven key areas including Recruitment and Selection;
Appraisal and Performance Management; Family Friendly Policies and Flexible Working; and Workplace
Culture. The questions were largely the same as those used in the Staff Survey in 2013 prior to our
Bronze application. We also ran a survey of PhD students (response rate >90%) which explored aspects
of supervision and research culture, which was followed up by a focus group of 20 students run by the
ASC’s PG reps. We have included some of the quantitative data and qualitative responses in this
application and used it as evidential support in the development of our AP.
We regularly communicate and consult with staff and students regarding Athena SWAN activities (Figure
3) via the web site or intranet and/or at staff or student meetings. External consultation has taken place
with the UoY’s HR department, UoY Athena SWAN coordinator, members of the Equality and Diversity
Committee of the Chemistry Department (Gold AS Department), University Athena SWAN Steering
Group and personally with Professor Jane Hill (Biology) and Professor Paul Walton (Chemistry) who act
as critical friends. Members of the ASC have provided advice to the Department of Social Policy & Social
Work and Archaeology Department as well as serving as an AS Panel Member for the ECU.

Figure 3: Environment Department Athena SWAN Committee (ASC) Reporting structure. Athena SWAN is
a standing item on the agenda of most key committees. We also have two-way interactions with less
formal groups such as Early Careers and PG student support groups.
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(iii)

plans for the future of the self-assessment team

The ASC will continue to meet for two hours every month to review implementation of our AP, develop
new initiatives and review examples of best practice. Comments from colleagues and students during
our consultations indicate that while our work is valued, the ASC still has much to achieve. A major
action for the ASC will be to reflect on and review current membership and where necessary recruit new
members to expand our remit to cover other protected characteristics (AP 5.1). Regular consultation
with internal and external groups and individuals will continue, including the UoY’s Equality and
Diversity and Athena SWAN fora (AP 5.3 & 5.4). We are keen to share our experiences and expertise
with AHSSBL departments seeking AS awards (AP 5.3)
Data analyses
 We provide data for the past four years (2013 - 2016 inclusive; census date = 1st December).
 In the description of the department, we provide staff and student data from 31st January 2017.
 For benchmarking, we have used data from ‘ECU 2015 Equality in Higher Education’ or Russell
Group Comparator data - both the staff and student tables.
 SEI-Y do not provide UG degrees although they do co-supervise PhD students.
 Unless stated all of the data presented are for the core ED and SEI-Y combined.
 We present data based on headcount unless stated. Almost all students in Environment count as
1.0 FTE.
 Student numbers reflect the number of first years in each year.
 We present percentages of men and women, as well as the headcount numbers. Orange bars
show female data and green hatching, male data.
 One issue with the data are that there is a degree of double counting if one individual is
employed on several FTCs and then an Open contract, they will all be recorded as individual
headcounts in different years.

Action Points:
AP 1.1 Continue to monitor and disseminate UG & PG student and staff data by gender
AP 5.1 Review current ASC to explore expansion of ASC to cover other protected characteristics
AP 5.2 Improve the return rate for the Staff Equality and Culture survey prior to the next AS
application
AP 5.3 To share learning with other departments at Athena SWAN meetings and via SATs in other
departments
AP 5.4 Lobby the UoY HR department to consider whether the UoY can fund short-term childcare
to facilitate Keeping in Touch days

(920 words)
4. A PICTURE OF THE DEPARTMENT
Recommended word count: Bronze: 2000 words | Silver: 2000 words
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4.1. Student data
If courses in the categories below do not exist, please enter n/a.
(i)

Numbers of men and women on access or foundation courses

Summary: Relatively low numbers but largely even gender ratio.

Our degree programmes can be entered via a foundation course run by York College. Established as part
of our Widening Participation strategy, it is designed for students without formal qualifications or for
those returning to education after a break. The numbers of students entering our foundation course are
relatively low but there is an even gender balance (Figure 4)
2013
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2014
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2015

2015
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2016

2017
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90%
6

Percentage by Gender (%)

80%

5

5
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5
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50%
3

40%
30%
20%

2

4
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5

5
1

10%
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0
2013

2014
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Figure 4: The percentage and absolute number of students enrolled at 31st December 2013, 2014,
2015 and 2016 on our foundation course at York College. Orange bars show female data and
green hatched bars, male.
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(ii)

Numbers of undergraduate students by gender
Full- and part-time by programme. Provide data on course applications, offers, and acceptance
rates, and degree attainment by gender.

Summary: A moderate female biased gender ratio on most of our courses in most years. A
higher percentage of female applicants receive offers than males. Female students are awarded
a higher percentage of first class and 2:1 degrees than males.
First year numbers
The Department originally offered three undergraduate degrees Environmental Geography,
Environmental Science and Environment, Economics and Ecology. This was supplemented in 2015/16 by
the introduction of a BA in Human Geography and Environment. All programmes are available as 3-year
BSc or BA degrees and as 4-year MEnv degrees. Currently we do not offer part-time UG degrees
although students occasionally go part-time for personal reasons. This is facilitated by applying to the
Chair of BoS.
Across all of our degrees we currently have an average of 62.2% females similar to the current national
average of 57.9%1. The data suggest a fairly balanced gender representation reflecting A’level grades on
entry but we will continue to monitor the data and take action as required (AP 1.1).
In 2015 and 2016, females on our EG degree increased from roughly 50% to nearly 70%. We think that
these changing patterns reflect a decrease in the international student intake (usually male dominated)
to more ‘home’ students (female dominated). This suggests that we need to analyse and respond to
intersectionality (including nationality) in student numbers and application data (AP 1.12).

1

2015/16 data for courses in Physical and Terrestrial geographic and Environmental Sciences at Russell
Group Universities (Source: Tableau).
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Figure 5: The percentage (y-axis) and absolute number (numbers on bars) of first year students enrolled
at 31st December 2013, 2014, 2015 and 2016 across our four degrees (BSc degrees: EEE = “Environment,
Economics and Ecology”, EG = Environmental Geography, ES = Environmental Science. HG = Human
Geography and the Environment - our new BA degree which started in 2015). The black line shows
2015/16 data for courses in Physical and Terrestrial geographic and Environmental Sciences at Russell
Group Universities.
Course applications, offers, and acceptance rates
54 - 62% of offers were made to females (Figure 6). This roughly corresponds to the intake into the
department. A higher proportion of females applying received offers compared with male applicants
which reflects national trends of female A’level students achieving higher grades2.
A slightly lower percentage of females who received offers accepted these offers compared with males
(AP 1.2). The jump in the number of female students being offered places for 2015/16 reflects the
increase in numbers being recruited to our new BA degree.

2

Hillman & Robinson 2016 Boys to Men: the Underachievement of Young Men in Higher Education – and How to
Start Tackling It. HEPI Report No. 84.
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Overall, we feel that there is no bias in our admissions process based on these data and also the way
that applications are assessed via predicted grades and personal statements.

100%
90%
80%

Percentage by Gender

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Apps
Apps
Apps
Apps
Apps
Apps
Total
Total
Total
Total
Total
Total
TotalApps Receiving
TotalApps Receiving
TotalApps Receiving
TotalApps Receiving
TotalApps Receiving
TotalApps Receiving
Accepts
Accepts
Accepts
Accepts
Accepts
Accepts
Offers
Offers
Offers
Offers
Offers
Offers
2011/2

2012/3

2013/4

2014/5

2015/6

2016/7

Male

50.85

49.35

55.24

50.88

47.90

48.65

43.55

42.98

50.83

46.69

45.57

47.71

40.58

38.22

38.06

40.65

38.62

47.09

Female

49.15

50.65

44.76

49.20

52.10

51.35

56.45

57.11

49.17

53.31

54.43

52.29

59.42

61.78

61.94

59.35

61.38

52.91

234

47

280

211

57

315

285

59

282

252

57
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417
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228

58

290
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243

214

61

247
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52
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258

51

376

324

81

Female
No.t
Male
No.

260
269

Figure 6: The percentage and number (headcount in table underneath) of males and females who
applied to study an undergraduate degree in the Environment Department at UoY, who were offered a
place and the percentage of those who accepted these offers for an academic year of entry in 2013/14,
2014/15, 2015/16 and 2016/17.
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Degree attainment by gender
Our students are more likely to get a ‘good’ degree compared with the national average. A higher
percentage of females in 2015/16 (79%) achieved a first or 2:1 compared with the HESA 2015 average of
69%. This compares with 72% of our male students (HESA average 57%) (Figure 7). Too few students fail
for us to analyse.
For most assessments, marking is anonymous so ‘gender blind’. The ASC will be working with BoS and
DTC to determine whether and how we tackle the apparent slight under-attainment of male students
(AP 4.4)2. We will gather feedback and disseminate these ASC actions via a new UG rep on the ASC
(AP4.1 & 4.2)
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Figure
7: Degree classification
Environment
Department,
Universityby
ofgender
York for UGs: percentage within gender of females and percentage within gender of males from the ED achieving third,
lower second (2.2), upper second (2.1) first and first distinction classes of honours degrees in 2013, 2014, 2015 and 2016. Headcount data in table.

Figure 8: Our Environmental Sciences degree which has the heaviest science component of all of
our programmes, usually has a moderate female bias among new recruits.

(iii) Numbers of men and women on postgraduate taught degrees
Full- and part-time. Provide data on course application, offers and acceptance rates and degree
completion rates by gender.

Summary: A female biased gender ratio on most of our PGT courses. A higher percentage of
female applicants receive offers than males. Female students are awarded a higher
percentage of distinctions and merits at masters than males.

Numbers of students

Over our four PGT courses, females equated to about 62% of our intake over four years, slightly down
from 66% in the pre-Bronze period (Figure 9). This is higher than the national average of 50.7% across
similar masters degrees3. Thus, we will continue to monitor the data and if necessary take action to
address the gender imbalance (AP1.1). Currently we do not offer part-time PGT courses, although
students can request to go part-time if personal circumstances change (see Bronze Impact section).

3

Terrestrial and physical geographical and environmental science PGT courses at Russell group Universities in
2015/16.
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Figure 9: Percentages and absolute headcount numbers of starting full-time taught PG students
in the Environment Department across all our four degree courses as of 31st December 2013,
2014, 2015 and 2016.
Course application, offers and acceptance rates
More females than males applied to do PGT courses (Figure 10). Approximately 10% (averaged over 4
years) more female applicants than males were made offers which suggests that either there is a bias
against males or male applicants generally have lower entry grades than females. Female PGT applicants
(mean = 58.8%) were equally likely accept an offer from ED than males (mean = 60.3%) (AP 1.2).
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Figure 10: The percentage of males and females who applied to study a postgraduate taught degree in
the Environment Department at York, who were offered a place and the percentage of those who
accepted these offers for an academic year of entry in 2013/14, 14/15, 15/16 and 2016/17. ‘Gender
receiving offers’ = within gender the percentage who received offers.
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Table 2: The number (headcount) of males and females who applied to study a postgraduate taught
degree in the Environment Department at York, who were offered a place and the percentage of those
who accepted these offers for an academic year of entry in 2013/14, 14/15, 15/16 and 2016/17.

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

Total Apps
Apps receiving Offers
Gender Receiving Offers
Total Accepts
Total Apps
Apps receiving Offers
Gender Receiving Offers
Total Accepts
Total Apps
Apps receiving Offers
Gender Receiving Offers
Total Accepts
Total Apps
Apps receiving Offers
Gender Receiving Offers
Total Accepts

Female Headcount
181
125
125
39
168
124
124
31
153
112
112
22
148
122
122
57

Male Headcount
117
71
71
21
111
66
66
20
84
46
46
10
37
76
76
43

Degree completion rates
For PGTs, more females than males have achieved distinctions every year except 2014/15 (Figure 11).
The potential male under-attainment requires further investigation to disaggregate whether this is a
legacy from poorer A’levels for example or something in our ED pedagogy that requires action. (AP 1.1
and 4.4). Very few PGT students fail so the numbers are too small to analyse.
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Figure 11: Degree classification by gender for taught postgraduates. The graph shows the percentage
and the table the number of females and males achieving passes or passes with distinction. Orange bars
show female data and green hatched bars, male.

(iv)

Numbers of men and women on postgraduate research degrees
Full- and part-time. Provide data on course application, offers, acceptance and degree completion
rates by gender.

Summary: A female biased gender ratio across all years. A lower percentage of applicants for
PGRs are females, but female applicants are more likely to receive offers than males. No
gender bias in pass rate.
We have a clear female bias among PGR students (mean 70.4%) this compares with 45.4% female on
similar PGR degrees at Russell group universities (Figure 12). This imbalance will be monitored (AP1.1).
It is rare for our PGR students to be part-time, although some become part-time as they write up. The
low numbers and fluidity of registration statuses do not allow meaningful analysis.
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Figure 12: Percentage and headcount number of PGR students starting in the Environment Department
across all our PhD degree courses censused as of 31st December 2013, 2014, 2015 and 2016.
Benchmarking - 45.4% females is the average for Terrestrial and physical geographical and
environmental science PGR courses at Russell group Universities in 2015/16. Orange = female data.

Course application, offers, and acceptance
During Bronze, similar percentages of males and females applied for and were offered PGR places
(Figure 13), but 69.9% of females versus 55.7% of males receiving offers accepted those offers.
Each year the numbers of offers made and accepted are relatively small (Figure 13) with no clear trends.
These data include home and overseas students so the reasons why students reject offers vary (AP 2.1
and 2.2; See Impact of Bronze). As changes are made regarding Doctoral Training Programmes (DTPs)
and pressures to accept overseas students, we will review our applications processes (AP 2.1).
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Figure 13: The percentage of males and females who applied to study a postgraduate research degree in
the Environment Department at York, who were offered a place and the percentage of those who
accepted these offers for an academic year of entry in 2013/14, 14/15, 15/16 and 2016/17. ‘Gender
receiving offers’ = within each gender the % of applicants who received offers.
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Table 4: The number (headcount) of males and females who applied to study a postgraduate research
degree in the Environment Department at York who were offered a place and the number of those who
accepted these offers for an academic year of entry in 2013/14, 14/15, 15/16 and 2016/17.

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

Total Apps
Apps receiving Offers
Total Accepts
Total Apps
Apps receiving Offers
Total Accepts
Total Apps
Apps receiving Offers
Total Accepts
Total Apps
Apps receiving Offers
Total Accepts

Female Headcount
46
24
18
70
28
20
54
18
13
60
13
7

Male Headcount
57
19
12
72
26
9
68
15
10
49
19
13

Degree completion rates
Table 3: Numbers and percentage success rate (in brackets) of males and females completing PGR
degrees in the Environment Department.
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

Total

Female

8 (100%)

14 (100%)

5 (100%)

5 (100%)

32

Male

6 (100%)

3 (100%)

7 (88%)

5 (100%)

21

Total

14

17

12

10

53

There does not appear to be any bias in the awarding of PhDs but we will continue to monitor the data
(AP 1.1). (Table 3). It is very rare for students to fail so there are few data to allow comparisons.

(v)

Progression pipeline between undergraduate and postgraduate student levels
Identify and comment on any issues in the pipeline between undergraduate and postgraduate
degrees.

Over the last four years females made up 56% of UGs, 53% of PGT and 70.4% of PGRs. The pipeline of
females from UG through to PGTs, is consistent, at around 60%. We will be developing further actions,
as required, to ensure that the PGR numbers start to converge towards parity or at least are in line with
UG and PGT ratios (AP1.2 &2.2).
In terms of applications, the story is slightly different with females making up 59% of UG, 61% of PGT
and 48% of PGR applicants. To maintain a strong pipeline of high quality applicants, we will take actions
to promote PGR in ED to our UGs and PGTs (AP 2.2).
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Impact of Bronze AP on Students:
1) Increase in female recruitment and attainment: In 2014 DTC and the ASC re-designed our
promotional material for degrees and website ensuring proportionate representation by gender
(Bronze AP 2.1). In terms of gender equality we might need to change our focus to recruiting
more high quality male students (AP1.1 & 4.4).
2) Assessing needs of our students: Formal discussion between the ASC, UoY marketing and
course conveners revealed that part-time degrees are not realistic options given logistics and
most importantly a lack of interest from applicants. (Bronze AP 2.5).
3) Improving our application process: Since 2015, we have trialled surveys to gather feedback
at Open Days to enhance gender equity in admissions and academic quality (Bronze AP 1.1). We
will be improving our data gathering and thus, admission processes (AP 1.2)
4) Improved support for PGR students, particularly in terms of Equality and Diversity: During
the Bronze period we recruited two PGR reps to the ASC, who then set up a new PGR forum
which has been very active. Focus groups report positively about PGR forum.

ACTION POINTS
1.2 Gather feedback at Open Days and post-offer visit days which might explain why
males are less likely than females to apply and why female applicants reject our UG
offers.
1.12 Analyse and respond to intersectionality (including nationality) in student
numbers, application data and attainment.
2.1 Analyse in more detail the application process for PhD students in relation to

funding sources and also the type of projects on offer.
2.2 Promote PGR positions better to our UG and PGT students.
4.2 Include an UG rep on the ASC to identify strategies to help female students and
to communicate the work of the ASC to UGs.
4.4 Work with Board of Studies and Teaching Committee to analyse the reasons for
lower attainment by male UG and PGT students.
4.2 Implement AS communications strategy
4.2.
(i)

Academic and research staff data
Academic staff by grade, contract function and gender: research-only, teaching and
research or teaching-only
Look at the career pipeline and comment on and explain any differences between men
and women. Identify any gender issues in the pipeline at particular grades/job
type/academic contract type.
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38% of academic staff are women. Increasing numbers of women at grade 8 and Reader level
through promotion. Still no female professors.

SILVER APPLICATIONS ONLY
Where relevant, comment on the transition of technical staff to academic roles.
All technical staff have the opportunity to discuss their career ambitions at their annual
PDR meeting. Here they are encouraged to plan training and any requests for role
changes. During the bronze period, two (male) technicians have started PhDs within the
ED and are progressing well towards an academic career.

NB: Given the relatively small numbers in some subgroups, we have plotted staff data first by
gender and contract function and then by gender and grade to retain anonymity.
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Figure 14: Percentages and numbers (headcount data in table) of males and females in Academic,
Research and Teaching roles as of 31st December 2013, 2014, 2015 and 2016. The ‘sector’ bar
indicates the gender ratio of staff in an analogous sector ‘Geography and environmental studies’
from ‘Equality in Higher Education 2015 Report’. Orange indicates data for females

We have a female bias (~60%) among support staff, particularly those in administrative roles. With
only a few teaching-only staff, no discernible patterns can be seen (Figure 14).
While the number of academic (T&R) staff has increased over the bronze period the gender ratio has
only changed from 36% to 38% (Figure 14). This is below the sector average of 54% for other
geographic and environmental departments, but similar to the gender ratio in the departments of
scientific disciplines covered by our multidisciplinary department (e.g. Chemistry). While the close to
equal gender ratio (47% female) of lecturers and senior lecturers is a key milestone, it is still below
benchmarks and also does not reflect the gender ratio of our PGRs (69.7% female)(AP Theme 1).
We see it as positive that from 2013 - 2016, there has been a big recruitment in the number of
women employed as grade 6 Researchers (from 8 to 18) and thus an increase in the gender ratio (see
Bronze Impact).
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Perhaps less positive is the increasing male bias at grade 7 (58% to 75% male), some of this has been
due to the promotion but most new lecturers recruited recently have been males (AP 1.4, 1.5 and
1.8)(see Bronze Impact).
Over the bronze period, we now have more women employed at grade 8 (8) and reader level (2) in
2016 (Table 5) than in 2013 (5 females at grade 8 and no female readers). Most of these women at
higher grades have been promoted internally, rather than recruited, which is a testament to the
improved system of support for promotions (see Bronze Impact section). Note that the number of
males on grade 8 has also increased so the gender ratio has gone from 50% to 56% males.
The obvious and disappointing lack of change is that we still do not have any female professors. We
have a number of female staff working through the pipeline. Our two current female Readers are
developing their CVs so that they are in a position for successful chair applications (see Bronze
impact).
In terms of recruitment, in the last three years two females rejected a Chair for non-academic
reasons. One issue has been a paucity of female applicants. Our two pronged approach of improving
both recruitment and promotion procedures will result in us soon gaining our first female professors
and enhancing the number of women in senior management roles (AP 1.5, 1.8 & 3.6). The pipeline
(Figure 16) for the ED suggest that the leap from researcher to lecturer is one ‘hole in the pipe’ with
another from Reader to Professor. In Section 5, we outline related Actions.
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Figure 15: Percentage of males and females in grades 6, 7 & 8), Reader and Professorial (inc.HoD)
roles as of 31st December 2013, 2014, 2015 and 2016. Orange indicates data for females.
Table 5: Headcount of males and females in grade 6, grade 7, grade 8, Reader and Professorial
(including HoD) academic, teaching and research roles as of 31st Dec 2013, 2014, 2015 &2016.
Grade 6
2013

2014

2015

2016

Female headcount
8

Male headcount
9

Grade 7

10

14

Grade 8

5

5

Reader

0

8

Prof/SSR/HoD

0

1

Grade 6

15

13

Grade 7

8

13

Grade 8

6

7
1

Reader

1

Prof/SSR/HoD

0

8

Grade 6

21

14

Grade 7

7

15

Grade 8

6

6

Reader

1

1

Prof/SSR/HoD

0

8

Grade 6

18

Grade 7

5

11
15

Grade 8

8

10

Reader

2

1

Prof/SSR/HoD

0

8
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Figure 16: The Environment Department pipeline (February 2017 data) showing the
percentages of men (green hatching) and women (orange) at each stage and headcounts
on the bars.

(ii)
Academic and research staff by grade on fixed-term, open-ended/permanent
and zero-hour contracts by gender
Comment on the proportions of men and women on these contracts. Comment on what
is being done to ensure continuity of employment and to address any other issues,
including redeployment schemes.
All R&T academics except for one (male professor finishing an externally funded contract
post-retirement) are employed on open contracts (Figure 17a). UoY does not utilize zero
hours contracts, but we do have staff on fixed term contracts (FTCs). FTCs are used for
research projects with fixed funding or to bring in specific expertise. The teaching only
staff (NB very low numbers) on FTCs are covering for staff sabbaticals or research buyouts, maternity covers, over-recruitment of students etc.
Female research staff are more likely to be employed on FTCs (Figure 17b) and this trend
has if anything been increasing especially at grade 6. Thus, the ASC will be reviewing FTCs,
via data analysis and subsequent discussions with HR and PIs, with a view to phasing them
out (AP1.7).
During Bronze, our departmental ECR Concordat action plan has been implemented and
redeployment practices have vastly improved (e.g. regular redeployment meetings
towards end of contracts).
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a) Open contracts
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Figure 17: Staff employed in the ED in 2013, 2014, 2015 and 2016 on a) Open and b) Fixed term
contracts for Academic (R&T), Research only and Teaching only. Percentages and headcount
data are presented. Data censused on the 31st December each year. Orange = female data.
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(iii)

Academic leavers by grade and gender and full/part-time status
Comment on the reasons academic staff leave the department, any differences by gender
and the mechanisms for collecting this data.
Aside from staff finishing fixed-term contracts, staff turnover was very low (Figure 18).
Slightly more females than males have left due to the termination of a fixed term
contract which we will address (AP 1.7).
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Figure 18: Numbers and percentage of staff leaving the ED between 1st January and 31st
December in 2013, 2014, 2015 and 2016. . NB there might be some double counting within
and between if some individuals were repeatedly employed on FTCs. Orange = female.
ACTION POINTS
1.4 Highlighting family-friendly policies and outward facing evidence of support for
under-represented groups.
1.5 Adopt unconscious bias monitoring as standard practice for short listing.
1.7 Review the use of FTCs within the ED and their impact on career development for
ECRs.
1.8 Formally adopt the practice of discussing and re-considering CV pool if a short list
only contains applicants of one gender.
3.6 Compulsory E&D training for all staff involved in recruitment
(Word count = 2093)
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5. SUPPORTING AND ADVANCING WOMEN’S CAREERS
Recommended word count: Bronze: 6000 words | Silver: 6500 words
5.1.
(i)

Key career transition points: academic staff
Recruitment
Break down data by gender and grade for applications to academic posts including
shortlisted candidates, offer and acceptance rates. Comment on how the department’s
recruitment processes ensure that women (and men where there is an
underrepresentation in numbers) are encouraged to apply.

NB: Figure 19 below shows the recruitment data for ED over four years. There is considerable
inter-year variation and no obvious trends perhaps because of the relatively small numbers
involved. Also, for some jobs and grades, no interviews or appointments were made. Thus we
have drawn conclusions from the data based on four years of data.
During the bronze period, female applicants applying for grade 6 RA roles were more likely to
be appointed, apart from in 2014, than male candidates; 7.4 % of female applicants were
successful over 4 years compared with 3.9 % of males. Females made up 48.3 % of applicants
and 64.0% (16 out 25) of appointees at grade 6 over 4 years. Thus, at lower grades we do not
have problems attracting or recruiting female staff, but we do not know whether these women
are ‘overqualified’ for the positions for which they applied.
At grade 7, 39% of applicants were female with 29% (2 out of 7) appointments over 4 years
being female. Thus, the success rate was 3.0% for women and 4.8% for men. We are aware that
there could be an issue at the shortlisting stage as only 21% of interviewees were female,
significantly below their application rate. It is not clear whether the female candidates were
weaker or this is evidence of unconscious bias (see AP 1.5).
At grade 8, 27.2% (56/206) of applicants and 33.3% (1 out of 3) of appointments were women.
With a success rate of 1.8% for females and 1.3% for men, there was no gender bias.
The ED has made two attempts to recruit at the professorial level in 2013 and again in 2015,
neither resulted in someone being appointed. We received 30 applications overall with 33.3%
of those coming from women. Women were short-listed but declined to attend the interview.
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Figure 19 (above): Percentage of males and females applying, being interviewed for and
appointed to Professorial, grade 8, grade 7 and grade 6 positions which were advertised in the
ED and SEI-Y (combined) between 1st January and 31st December in 2013, 2014, 2015 and 2016.

Like many similar departments, about 30-40% of applicants are women at lecturer level and
above. There does not seem to be a problem with our recruitment process for academic staff
once individuals have applied. This was supported by feedback from the staff survey (Figure 20).
During the bronze period we have made changes to our recruitment materials (Figure 21), which will
be extended (AP 1.4). Also, we have trialled procedures aimed at reducing unconscious bias in
recruitment, which are embedded in our silver AP. For example, we will introduce unconscious bias
observers for all shortlisting panels, compulsory unconscious bias training for staff involved in
recruitment and have a review process for any single sex shortlists (AP 1.8).
We have other actions encouraging more ECRs to join the department as IRFs: We will
guarantee to interview Departmental IRFs if they apply for a lectureship position in their field
(AP 1.3) and we will provide an annual briefing for our researchers who are considering IRF
applications (AP 2.4).
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Table 6: The total number of males and females applying, being interviewed for and appointed
to grade 6, grade 7, grade 8 and professorial positions which were advertised in the ED and SEIY (combined) between 1st January and 31st December in 2013, 2014, 2015 and 2016.
Female Headcount
Male headcount
Applications
4
8
2013
Interviews
0
0
Appointments
0
0
Professor
Applications
0
0
2014
Interviews
0
0
Appointments
0
0
Applications
6
12
2015
Interviews
0
3
Appointments
0
0
Applications
0
0
2016
Interviews
0
0
Appointments
0
0
Applications
31
92
2013
Grade 8
Interviews
2
6
Appointments
0
0
Applications
18
27
2014
Interviews
7
3
Appointments
1
1
Applications
7
31
2015
Interviews
1
3
Appointments
0
1
Applications
0
0
2016
Interviews
0
0
Appointments
0
0
Applications
0
0
2013
Grade 7
Interviews
0
0
Appointments
0
0
Applications
35
35
2014
Interviews
6
6
Appointments
3
3
Applications
36
36
2015
Interviews
0
0
Appointments
0
0
Applications
52
52
2016
Interviews
5
5
Appointments
2
2
Applications
21
31
2013
Grade 6
Interviews
7
7
Appointments
3
2
Applications
75
93
2014
Interviews
11
15
Appointments
2
5
Applications
89
106
2015
Interviews
17
16
Appointments
4
2
Applications
30
33
2016
Interviews
70
2
Appointments
3
0
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Gender Response (%)

From what you know, do you think that all staff are recruited on
the basis of their competencies to perform the job required,
100
irrespective of gender?
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Figure 20: Responses (percentages and numbers) of academic, research and teaching staff
in November 2016 to the question: From what you know, do you think that all staff are
recruited on the basis of their competencies to perform the job required, irrespective of
gender? Responses are shown for females (orange) and males (green hatching). Female
total = number of responses from female staff.
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a)

b)

Figure 21: Screenshots showing the improved web pages for a) Equality and Diversity and
b) ECRs developed by the ASC. We provided information for potential IRFs and inspirational case
studies (with a focus on gender and intersectionality) from our staff.
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(ii) Induction
Describe the induction and support provided to all new academic staff at all levels.
Comment on the uptake of this and how its effectiveness is reviewed.
Our revised ED induction procedure is compulsory for all new members of staff and managed
by the SEI or ED Administrator and the line manager. The new staff member must complete the
induction checklist of activities which introduces the staff member to their role, the
organisation and UoY. The staff member is:



Made familiar with the staff handbook
Introduced to all aspects of the ED functioning, health and safety and finance.

Meets key members of staff and their informal
mentor/buddy (see comment)
Comment from Staff Survey: “I'm

Given a tour of the building.
very happy with my mentor. We
This is followed up with further meetings over the
talk when I need some advice or
following three months, so the new starter is not
support covering issues from
overwhelmed by new information on his/her first day.
teaching, future expectations,
A huge amount of progress has been made and
research, deal with difficult
induction was not raised as an issue in the 2016 staff
colleagues/students”
survey.

(iii)

Promotion
Provide data on staff applying for promotion and comment on applications and success
rates by gender, grade and full- and part-time status. Comment on how staff are
encouraged and supported through the process.

Summary: Gender equity in the application rate and success rate for promotions of staff.
Table 7: Number and percentage of staff being promoted each year.
2012/13

2013/4

2014/15

2015/16

Total

Females
applied

2

5

4

2

13

Females
successful

2 (100%)

5 (100%)

3 (75%)

2 (100%)

12 (92%)

Males applied

2

2

2

4

10

Males
successful

1 (50%)

2 (100%)

1 (50%)

4 (100%)

8 (80%)
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Over four years, women submitted 56% of the promotion applications, slightly higher than their
percentage in the department (38%). Women had a slightly higher success rate than men (92%
versus 80%; Table 7). The numbers are too small to split by grade or part-time status and retain
anonymity, however, eight female lecturers and senior lecturers successfully applied for
promotion.
In the staff survey, most staff knew how to apply for promotion (Figure 22) and several staff
commented on the new promotions support committee introduced under our Bronze AP.
Moreover, under our silver AP, we will formalise
on-going discussions as to whether the
promotions committee becomes more pro-active
in identifying staff ready for promotion (AP 2.5).
Despite the equal success rates for promotion, in
our staff survey, perceptions appeared quite
different; roughly equal numbers of males and
females stated that males in the department had
better access to promotion than women (Figure
23). Nobody thought that women have better
access to promotion chances. Several comments related to women being perceived as less
likely to apply for promotion than men. Actually our promotions do not support this, although
we do not have any female professors which might skew perceptions. In response, we will be
better highlighting the success of female staff and students online and at staff meetings (AP
2.7), particularly in relation to promotions (AP 4.1 and 2.5)
Some systemic issues were highlighted ‘other limitations exist as per choice to limit
international conference travel (still highlighted in PDR as a promotion requirement for higher
grades)’. Thus, in December 2016 at the ASC’s request, the DRC agreed that departmental
travel funds could be used to fund extra childcare for staff working away from UoY.
Implementation of this is on hold while UoY HR review whether this should be introduced at an
institutional rather than ED level.
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Are you aware of what is required to
apply for promotion?

100

Gender Response (%)

90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10

0
Female %
Female Total
Male %
Male Total

Yes

No

80.00

20.00

12

3

93.75

6.25

15

1

Figure 22: Responses of academic, research and teaching staff in November 2016 to the
question: Are you aware of what is required to apply for promotion? Responses are shown
for females (orange), males (green hatching). Female total = number of responses from
female staff.
100
90
80

Based on your experience, how do you feel
staff are treated in regard to promotion
opportunities in the department?

70

Gender Response (%)

60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Female %
Female Total
Male %
Male Total

All Staff Have
The Same
Chance of
Promotion

Don't Know

Men Have More
Chance of
Promotion Than
Woman

15.38

61.54

23.08

2

8

3

56.25

18.75

25

9

3

4

Figure 23: Responses of academic, research and teaching staff in November 2016 to the
question: Based on your experience, how do you feel staff are treated in regard to promotion
opportunities in the department? Responses are shown for females (orange), males (green
hatching). Female total = number of responses from female staff.
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(iv)

Department submissions to the Research Excellence Framework (REF)
Provide data on the staff, by gender, submitted to REF versus those that were eligible.
Compare this to the data for the Research Assessment Exercise 2008. Comment on any
gender imbalances identified.

Summary: Gender parity in REF submissions. No comparison possible with RAE data.
For the REF, the percentage of eligible male and female staff submitted did not differ.
A lower percentage of women than men were returned to the RAE but number were low. The
ED doubled in size between 2008 and 2014, so it is difficult to compare between the RAE and
REF. (Table 8).

Table 8: Number and percentages of staff who were submitted to the REF. For the REF the
Department's submission (including SEI-Y) was submitted to the Earth Systems and
Environmental Sciences unit of assessment (panel B).

REF head
count

Gender

F

M

Not
Submitted

4

8

Submitted

9

Total

13

REF
total

RAE head
count

RAE
total

REF % by
gender

RAE % by
gender

F

M

F

M

F

M

12

1

0

1

30.8

32.0

20.0

0.0

17

26

4

14

18

69.2

68.0

80.0

100.0

25

38

5

14

19
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ACTION POINTS
1.3 Guarantee to interview Departmental IRFs if they apply for a lectureship position
1.4 Highlighting family-friendly policies and outward facing evidence of support for
under-represented groups.
1.5 Adopt unconscious bias monitoring as standard practice for short listing
2.4 Offer researchers workshops for ED ECRs, funding for external ECRs to visit and
mentorship to support ECRs applying for Independent Research fellowships
2.5 Increase the understanding of and application rate for promotions within the ED.
2.7 Promote external representation on committees and research highlights / success
from male and female staff and students.
2.8 Proactively utilise staff networks and HR resources (e.g. ‘head hunters’) to increase
the number and percentage of female applicants for senior roles.
2.12 Regular and transparent system of sabbaticals to facilitate staff to perform
research
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SILVER APPLICATIONS ONLY
5.2.

Key career transition points: professional and support staff

(i)

Induction
Describe the induction and support provided to all new professional and
support staff, at all levels. Comment on the uptake of this and how its
effectiveness is reviewed.
In the ED, support and professional staff are subject to the same induction
procedures as academic staff (see above). Induction is compulsory for all new
staff with a 100% uptake in 2016/17. Since 2016, ED support staff meet their
line manager quarterly to ensure that goals outlined in their formal annual
PDRs are being met. Bespoke induction meetings or training are added to the
generic process based on the staff member’s role and experience. For example,
new technical staff would have lab safety training etc.

(ii)

Promotion
Provide data on staff applying for promotion, and comment on applications
and success rates by gender, grade and full- and part-time status. Comment on
how staff are encouraged and supported through the process.
ED is committed to supporting the career development of support staff and is
proud of recent improvements in managing the careers of staff. Excellent
performance can also be recognised via various UoY schemes. Over the bronze
period, two support staff have been nominated for a ‘Rewarding Excellence’
prize.
Although support staff cannot apply for promotion, rather their role is reassessed, we have a good track record of considering role appraisals and
changing contracted hours as roles have grown (see case study below). Staff
seeking promotion usually have to move into a different department within
the UoY where a vacancy has arisen. Informal support for career progression
will be provided through the newly formed Support Staff Forum (AP3.4).This
can be disappointing for individuals (see comment), but is an institutional
problem and makes it difficult to track individuals who have been promoted
outside ED. Hence, we do not have data on promotions for support staff. The
ASC has passed this up to the UoY Athena SWAN coordinator.

Comment from Staff Survey on
promotions opportunities for support
staff - ‘ Due to workloads it is difficult
to gain extra experience (needed for
promotion).’
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5.3.
(i)

Career development: academic staff
Training
Describe the training available to staff at all levels in the department. Provide details of
uptake by gender and how existing staff are kept up to date with training. How is its
effectiveness monitored and developed in response to levels of uptake and evaluation?

Table 9: The number of female and male staff completing UoY training courses and percentage
females per year.
Year

Female number

Male number

% Female

2013

14

3

82

2014

27

5

84

2015

20

18

53

2016

95

48

66

Total

156

74

68

Female staff were significantly more likely to attend UoY training courses than males. These
courses tended to be optional courses to increase leadership and management skills. In 2015
and 2016, compulsory online compliance training resulted in a spike in training for all staff.
Females were still more likely to engage in training linked with career enhancement.
Drilling down into the data, only 3/10 people who have done training on the new performance
review procedures were female. Thus, we have an action point to increase this pool of female
performance reviewers (AP3.8). This year, 3/5 members of staff doing UoY leadership training
are female.
Encouragingly there was no gender split in the perception of training opportunities (Figure 23).
There was an increase from 67% in 2014 to 75% in in 2016 the percentage of staff, especially
women, who felt encouraged to participate in training (Figure 24).
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Gender Response (%)

a) Based on your experience, do you feel that
all staff have equal access to appropriate
100
training and development opportunities?
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

All Staff Have
Equal Access

Don't Know

Men Have More
Access

Female %

73

20

6.67

Female Total

11

3

1

Male %

81

19

0

Male Total

13

3

0

100

Gender Response (%)

90

b) In the last 12 months, have you been
encouraged to participate in training and
development that will help your career?

80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Female %
Female Total
Male %
Male Total

Yes

No

83.33

16.67

20

4

66.67

33.33

12

6

Figure 24: Staff Equality Survey data showing the number of academic and researcher
respondents who a) who feel staff have equal opportunities for training and development
and b) feel that they have been encouraged to participate in training and development.
Responses are shown for females (orange), males (green hatching). There was an increase
from 67% in 2014 to 75% in in 2016 the percentage of staff, especially women, who felt
encouraged to participate in training
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(ii)

Appraisal/development review
Describe current appraisal/development review schemes for staff at all levels, including
postdoctoral researchers and provide data on uptake by gender. Provide details of any
appraisal/review training offered and the uptake of this, as well as staff feedback about
the process.

In 2015/16, UoY introduced a new and compulsory annual Performance Review and
Development (PDR) process for staff which is standardised across departments and job
functions. An individual’s plans for promotion and career development are explicitly discussed
at the meeting and formally recorded. All ED staff completed this review in 2016.
All reviewers have undertaken dedicated performance review training, and all details of the
review process and the assessors are made available to staff on the departmental website. All
R&T and teaching only academics were reviewed by the HoD. Support and research staff were
reviewed by their line managers/project leaders with a 100% return rate.

100

Gender Response (%)

90

From what you know, do you think that the
department's performance review
procedure is fair and free from gender bias?

80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Female %
Female Total
Male %
Male Total

Yes

No

79.17

20.83

19

5

88.89

11.11

16

2

Figure 25: Responses of academic, research and teaching staff in November 2016 to the
question: From what you know, do you think that the department's performance review
procedure is fair and free from gender bias? Responses are shown for females (orange),
males (green hatching).
Among academics and researchers, the vast majority of staff thought that the department’s
performance review process was fair and free from bias (figure 25). Based on the qualitative
comments, the AP highlights the need to increase the number and diversity of staff who have
completed the ‘Successful Performance Review’ training and to facilitate further discussion of
the PDR process (AP 3.8).
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(iii)

Support given to academic staff for career progression
Comment and reflect on support given to academic staff, especially postdoctoral
researchers, to assist in their career progression.

A combination of ASC and UoY initiatives have improved the support provided to staff for
career progression over the bronze period with a high success rate for staff applying for
promotion. All staff receive support for career progression through PDR (5.3 ii), departmental
promotions panel, and individual annual research meetings with the Chair of DRC.
Senior academics have also offered to review manuscripts of staff prior to publication to advise
on their suitability and possible REF score. This helps staff to prioritize their research and get
their work published in the most high-profile and effective journals.
During the bronze period we improved the system for assigning new staff at all levels with a
mentor / buddy (the relationship is not formally monitored). Thus, the number of staff without
a mentor stating that they want one is reduced since the 2013 Staff Survey (Figure 26; Impact of
Bronze section). Mentoring is still frequently raised at ECR group meetings. Consequently, the
Chair of the ASC has been working with UoY Researcher Development Team to develop a pilot
mentoring scheme with three other departments (AP 2.3). This was launched in February 2017
with training and matching of mentors and mentees in April 2017. The ED will be involved in
reviewing the pilot in October with a view to unrolling a UoY wide scheme in 2018. (AP 2.3).

If you don't have a mentor, would you like to
have a mentor?
100

Gender Response (%)

90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
Female %
Female Total
Male %
Male Total

Yes

No

33.33

66.67

4

8

33.33

66.67

4

8

Figure 26: Responses of academic, research and teaching staff in November 2016 to the
question: If you don't have a mentor, would you like to have a mentor? Responses are
shown for females (orange), males (green hatching).
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Initiated by the ASC, since the end of 2015, early career researchers within the ED meet on an
informal basis. ECR group meetings over 2016 ranged from informal socials, committee meeting
reporting and feedback, to organised meetings to discuss the Research Concordat given by the
RDT team. In future we will run workshops for ECRs and provide individual support for writing
IRF applications (AP 2.3)
ECRs are represented on the Department’s Research Committee and ASC. ECRs are able to gain
experience in writing proposals as PIs as they are now eligible to apply for internal ED pump
priming and travel funds. Further support is provided by the ED’s research facilitator who runs
research proposal drop-in sessions and CV clinics. As part of induction and annual PDR
processes, career development and development needs and goals are discussed as separate
objectives. Beyond the ED, the UoY’s Research Development Team (RDT) provide additional
training opportunities which are tailored for research staff. Training covers areas such as
research organisation and governance, personal effectiveness, engagement, as well as a specific
course on ‘career planning for research staff’. Research staff also receive a monthly newsletter
from RDT listing events and courses.

(iv)

Support given to students (at any level) for academic career progression

The ED takes great pride in supporting all of our students, to ensure that they all achieve their
full potential during their time at UoY (AP 4.2).
Undergraduates and Masters Students
In addition to a pastoral supervisor, our Industrial Liaison Officer, who is a member of ASC,
provides drop-in sessions and advice for personal development and career advice. As a direct
effect of the ASC, data are now being recorded and monitored on students who attend such
sessions (Table 9).
Table 9: Students attending drop in sessions with industry Liaison Officer between February and
March 2017
Males

Females

13 (40.6%)

19 (59.4%)

Placement based learning
Since the first students undertook Year in Industry placements in 2015/6 there has been an
even balance in gender participation (Table 10). Summer internships are also strongly
encouraged within the department. Despite the low numbers (Table 11), it does appear that in
the summer of 2016 females were more engaged with these opportunities.
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Table 10: Student taking part in Year in Industry programme since its inception
Placement Year

Males

Females

2015/6
2016/7
Table 11: Work experience reported to survey sent by Industry Liaison Officer enquiring into
nature of work done over summer months and data recorded by York Careers based Student
Internship Bureau
Summer of

Males

Females

2015

6

4

2016

7

14

Engagement with further study
With the exception of the 2014/5 cohort (possibly linked to the timing of the introduction of
loans for masters degrees), ED have converted a higher percentage than the sector average into
full time further study 6 months post graduation (Table 12) and students are happy with ED
support (Table 13).
Table 12: Percentage of graduates in full time further study 6 months post graduation
Year of graduation

Sector

UoY Environment

2012/3

20.0%

25.6%

2013/4

19.5%

19.6%

2014/5

20.2%

9.1%

Table 13: Percentage of students who felt they had been prepared well or very well for a further
study in DELHE survey:
Year of graduation

% positive responses UoY ED

2012/3

77.4%

2013/4

71%

2014/5

91.7%
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Female and male students are represented on many of our committees, including Boards of
Studies, teaching committee and Student Liaison Committees for each degree. This ensures that
feedback from students can be responded to quickly, and student opinions are included in any
planned changes to Departmental life. To further improve this staff-student dialogue, in future,
we will be including an UG student rep. on the ASC in order to help us identify new initiatives to
help female students, and help disseminate information from ASC to our student community.
(AP4.1 & 4.2)

Interactions with Employers and Networking
Termly “employability” presentations have been introduced within the department to increase
the exposure of our students to a variety of employment opportunities (Table 15). Both male
and female presenters have been invited to give presentations.
Table 15: Speakers presenting at “Employability” presentations within ED
Date

Speaker

Gender

December 2015

Paul Gill - ESS

Male

February 2016

Nic Smith - AECOM

Male

May 2016

Francesca Cooke - Conservation Lower Zambezi

Female

November 2016

Katie Pearson - WSP

Female

March 2017

Jonathan Holt - Conservation

Male

PGRs
PhD students in the ED must attend a compulsory module in their 1st year ‘Research Skills
and Statistical Methods’ which includes generic skills for an academic career. All PhD
students can train to become Graduate Teaching Assistants (GTAs), which provides
experience in teaching. In 2016/17, over 80% of GTA hours were fulfilled by female PGRs.
Annually all PhD students organise and present at the ED PG conference, a safe space for
practicing communication and networking skills. PhD students are also encouraged to attend
Research Group meetings and the departmental weekly research seminars, which along with
our planned ASC coffee morning are an opportunity for PGRs to hear about external
research and to network (AP 3.1).
The ED has recently created a conference attendance fund to support PhD students to travel
to and participate in large international conferences.
ED students are encouraged to sign up for UoY courses provided by the Research
Development Team (RDT) and the University of York Learning and Teaching Award (YLTA;
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part of the RDF framework from VITAE). These more general training opportunities
complement the more specific discipline-orientated ones offered within the department.
Our silver AP addresses several issues identified by PhD students in our recent survey and
focus groups: Demand for an improvement in the career progression provision for PhD
students in the ED which will be addressed by offering mentors to PhD students (AP 1.6). A
focus for these mentoring sessions will be Personal Skills Development Plans (PSDPs).
because over 35% of female PhD students reported they do not have a PSDP (Figure 27).

Figure 27: Responses of Postgraduate Research Students to the question: Do you currently have
a personal skills development plan? Responses are shown for females (orange), males (green
hatching).
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Figure 28: We have regular and inclusive PhD student events including our annual
international student potluck lunch. Such events help to foster a sense of community
within the department.

(v)

Support offered to those applying for research grant applications
Comment and reflect on support given to staff who apply for funding and what support is
offered to those who are unsuccessful.

Women apply for grants at a lower rate than their representation in the department. The raw
data in Table 16 below suggest that female PIs (~ 80% rejection rate) have had a significantly
lower success rate for grant applications than males (~50% rejection rate). Figures 29 and 30
show that this is due to differences in seniority. More junior male and female (grade 7 and 8)
staff have a rejection rate of about 80% and professorial staff (all male) have a roughly 50%
rejection rate (NB low numbers in Tables 17 & 18).
This contrasts with the data for SEI-Y where a higher proportion of applications than in the core
department were from women and with a higher percentage success rate. This reflects the
seniority of women employed by SEI-Y during this period. It can therefore be seen that the
encouragement and support given to female staff to achieve promotion will have the potential
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to link to a higher proportion of applications going in and also a better success rate. These
analyses will be repeated annually (AP 2.9).

Table 16: Grant application for male and female PIs. Numbers and percentage of applications by
males and females are presented along with the rejection rate by gender and across the
department for three years.
Year

Gender

Applications

Awarded

Pending

Rejected (%)

2013-2014

Female

12 (27%)

2

0

10 (83)

Male

33

14

0

19 (56)

Total

45

16

0

29 (64)

Female

6 (22%)

1

0

5 (83)

Male

21

11

0

10 (48)

Total

27

12

0

15 (56)

Female

11 (22%)

1

5

5 (45)

Male

40

11

10

19 (48)

Total

51

12

15

24 (47)

Grand total

123

40

15

68 (55)

2014-2015

2015-16

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

PI - Rejected
PI - Pending
PI - Awarded
f

m

2013-2014

.

f

m

2014-2015

f

m

2015-2016

PI - Rejected

83%

78%

83%

60%

73%

70%

PI - Pending

0%

0%

0%

0%

9%

10%

PI - Awarded

17%

22%

17%

40%

18%

20%

Figure 29: PI success and rejection rate for funding applications for non-professorial male and
female staff in the core ED.
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Table 17: Numbers of funding applications submitted, awarded, rejected and pending with nonprofessorial female and male staff as PI in the core ED.

Awarded

Pending

2013-2014 Total
f
m
2014-2015 Total
f
m
2015-2016
f
m
Grand Total

Rejected

4
2

PI Total
17
10
7
8

2
3
1
2
6
2
4
13

21
12
9
11
6
5

5
3
22
8
14
47

3
1
2
3

31
11
20
63

120%
100%
80%
60%
40%

PI - Rejected

20%
0%

PI - Pending
m

m

m

20132014

20142015

20152016

PI - Rejected

50%

44%

50%

PI - Pending

0%

0%

15%

PI - Awarded

50%

56%

35%

PI - Awarded

Table 18: Figure 30: PI success and rejection rate for funding applications for professorial (all
male) staff in the core ED.
Table 19: Numbers of funding applications submitted, awarded, rejected and pending for
professorial (all male) staff as PI in the core ED
Awarded
2013-2014 Total
m
2014-2015 Total
m
2015-2016 Total
m
Grand Total

Pending

Rejected

12
12
9
9
7
7
28
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3
3
3

PI Total
12
12
7
7
10
10
29

24
24
16
16
20
20
60
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Table 20: Numbers of funding applications submitted, awarded, rejected and pending for all
staff as PI in the SEI-Y only.
Year

Gender Applications

2013/14

Female
Male
Total

23
27
50

13
12
25

Female
Male
Total

20
29
49

12
17
29

Female
Male
Total

5

2014/15

2015/16

Grand total

Awarded

Pending

Rejected

0

14
11
25

0

8
12
20

36
41

3
15
18

1
1

2
20
22

140

72

1

67

In terms of grant writing support for staff, a wide range of measures have been put in place
during bronze including:










Partnering more junior researchers with more experienced researchers during
proposal development
‘York Environment Research Community’ Google+ Community
ED ‘Research Priming Fund’
Monthly drop-in sessions held by the Chair of DRC and Research Facilitator
ED Travel Fund (up to £200)
Appointment of Departmental Research Facilitator December 2015 and Project &
Proposal Co-ordinator at SEI in Dec 2016
Research Groups including pitching of grant ideas
Library of successful applications including referees’ comments and responses

Our silver AP includes:
 Tailored support for grant writing (AP2.10)
 Next-steps discussions with Research Facilitator for unsuccessful applicants (AP
2.11)
 Designated allocation of time for researchers to write proposals especially after
parental leave (AP 1.10)
 Regular sabbatical system to allow grant writing (AP 2.12)
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SILVER APPLICATIONS ONLY
5.4.

Career development: professional and support staff

(i)

Training
Describe the training available to staff at all levels in the department. Provide
details of uptake by gender and how existing staff are kept up to date with
training. How is its effectiveness monitored and developed in response to
levels of uptake and evaluation?

Most of the training for support staff is provided by UoY and not the ED. Training
opportunities are widely publicised to staff via emails. At PDRs, LMs discuss training
requirements. As part of the self assessment process, Support staff were consulted
about training both through the staff survey and via focus groups. During bronze,
females attended 45 training events and males 21. Staff particularly praised the 2016
‘Professional@ York’ conference which most support staff attended. One female
staff member was nominated by the department in the ‘unsung hero’ category
(vi)

Appraisal/development review
Describe current appraisal/development review schemes for professional and
support staff at all levels and provide data on uptake by gender. Provide
details of any appraisal/review training offered and the uptake of this, as well
as staff feedback about the process.

All professional and support staff have annual PDRs conducted by the Centre
Director, HoD or Line Manager. Within PDRs, training requirements are identified
and agreed. These has been widely taken up with both internal and external courses
undertaken and received very positively by the staff involved.
(ii)

Support given to professional and support staff for career progression
Comment and reflect on support given to professional and support staff
to assist in their career progression.

Professional@York also run ‘Development and Assessment Centres, which assess the
‘current and potential capability of participants’ and help them to develop
appropriate career development plans. Currently two female members of support
staff have attended this training. There is also an opportunity to highlight training
and share experiences through a new ‘support group for ED support staff’ which
initiated from discussions during an ASC meeting (AP 3.4).
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ACTION POINTS
1.6 Offer mentors for PhD students
2.3 Mentoring for all staff as required.
2.4 Offer researchers workshops for ED ECRs, funding for external ECRs to visit and
mentorship to support ECRs applying for Independent Research fellowships.
2.9 Monitor grant application and success rates by gender and grade to allow the DRC to
target support for grant writing.
2.10 Increase tailored support for staff applying for research grants.
2.11 Support for staff following grant rejections
3.1 To run monthly ASC coffee mornings to increase the interactions and social cohesion
between staff in all roles and PhD students.
3.4 Setup and support a forum to bring together professional and support staff working
throughout the Environment Building.
4.2 Include an UG rep on the ASC to identify strategies to help female students and to
communicate the work of the ASC to UGs.

5.5. Flexible working and managing career breaks
Note: Present professional and support staff and academic staff data separately
(i)

Cover and support for maternity and adoption leave: before leave
Explain what support the department offers to staff before they go on maternity and
adoption leave.
Staff inform their line manager (LM) and administrator when they are pregnant. A risk
assessment (e.g. for lab work) and workload review is undertaken. We ensure they have the
information and support they need to plan for maternity leave:
• ED administrator sends the link to the UoY maternity policy, explains which forms need
to be completed by when, and answers any queries.
•

The LM meets the staff member to start planning how the work will be covered.

• Arrangements will be made to cover teaching and supervision, usually by employing a
temporary member of staff for which the UoY provides central funding. Cover for research
activities depends on the funding and/or contract of the staff going on leave. In some cases,
work can be redistributed amongst other staff if this does not cause overloading.
•

Arrangements are made to cover citizenship roles.

• For support staff we advertise a maternity cover post and allow an overlap for a full
handover.
The policy for supporting employees during maternity and adoption leave is the same for
all, irrespective of grade and role.
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We have not had any adoption leave requests but this is covered the same as maternity
leave.
The UoY student pregnancy, maternity, paternity and adoption policy is included in the
induction materials for new PhD students. We have not received any requests during
bronze.
Discussions with staff about maternity experiences (see Case Study) suggest that while
support for academic staff on maternity leave has improved, experiences can vary
according to line manager. So the following actions have been identified:




(ii)

The need for a more structured series of planning and performance development
meetings that are fully minuted before staff go on parental leave.
All Line Managers need to follow the University’s Equality and Diversity Office best
practice for Managers guidelines.
Ideally hold two 'Pre-leave' meetings (including timeplan discussion) and three 'Back to
work meetings' in addition to LM meetings. This includes plans for proposal submission
and advocates while on leave; an idea of time that would be ring-fenced on return (e.g.
half a day a week for x months for proposal writing).
Cover and support for maternity and adoption leave: during leave
Explain what support the department offers to staff during maternity and adoption leave.

Keeping in touch (KIT) is valuable in facilitating a successful return to work. Before commencing
leave, the line-manager/administrator will discuss a person’s preferences for staying in contact.
We encourage colleagues to use their ‘keeping in touch’ days but KIT days are managed in line
with staff wishes. The UoY does not automatically provide funding to employ replacement
academics during maternity leave. Under our AP we will advocate to change this (AP 5.5). Most
academics use KIT days to manage research students and projects.
For research active staff, the LM should encourage other colleagues to include the staff
member in funding bids where appropriate once they are on maternity or adoption leave.
We are lobbying the UoY to provide funding for childcare for KIT days, as well as more places
for babies in the campus nursery (AP 5.4 & 5.6).
Whilst on maternity leave staff are kept up to date with key developments and training
opportunities through agreed email or phone arrangements (see Case Study 2).
We celebrate the arrival of babies in our Staff Meetings and email updates. We encourage staff
to bring their baby into the department and under our bronze plan, we had baby changing
facilities installed in our new building.
(iii)

Cover and support for maternity and adoption leave: returning to work
Explain what support the department offers to staff on return from maternity
or adoption leave. Comment on any funding provided to support returning staff.

Staff are welcomed back and the line-manager (with the support of our administrator) discusses
an employee’s return to work, taking into account any request for flexible working and
adjustments in workload.
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To extend and improve current support for staff returning from parental leave the ED will:
1. Have three formal and minuted back to work meetings to discuss flexible and parttime working, phased return to work, updating of skill/knowledge, changes in teaching
and citizenship roles etc.
2. Offer support mechanisms for grade 7+ returners in their 'back to work' meeting to
apply for pump priming funding to help kick start research etc.
3) Discuss the initial re-profiling of workload of returners and consideration of research
leave for academic staff.

(iv)

4) Explore the adoption of a ‘departmental buddy system’, similar to the one offered to
new staff, to support returners (AP 1.11)
Maternity return rate
Provide data and comment on the maternity return rate in the department. Data of staff
whose contracts are not renewed while on maternity leave should be included in the
section along with commentary.
The ED has strong return rates: Between 01/01/2013 and 31/12/2016, 7 members of
staff have taken maternity leave, all returned to work afterwards. No staff were made
redundant during maternity leave. All returners took advantage of the ED’s flexible
working options.

SILVER APPLICATIONS ONLY
Provide data and comment on the proportion of staff remaining in post six, 12 and 18
months after return from maternity leave.

SEI York has had 3 employees on maternity leave since 01/01/2013:
 1 returned to work on the 5th of June 2016 and remains in the same post.
 1 returned to work on the 29th of July 2016 and remains in the same post.
 1 is currently on maternity leave and plans to return on the 6th of June to
the return to the same post on an open contract with the FTE to be
agreed.
In core ED:
 Two contract research staff left within 6 months of finishing maternity
leave at the end of their FTCs.
 Two others, on open contracts, are still in post more than 18 months after
finishing leave.

In the Core ED

(v)

Paternity, shared parental, adoption, and parental leave uptake
Provide data and comment on the uptake of these types of leave by gender and grade.
Comment on what the department does to promote and encourage take-up of paternity
leave and shared parental leave.
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Between 01/01/2013 and 31/12/2016, four members of staff have taken paternity leave. Three
were grade 6 and 1 on grade 7. Nobody has adopted children over this period. Two people took
up shared parental leave (the only two people who were eligible over this period).
Currently, information about parental leave options are available on the UoY HR pages.
Procedures are initiated by staff in conjunction with LMs, departmental administrators and HR.
With changes in legislation etc, e.g. shared parental leave, and with the increase in new staff,
we will raise employee awareness of UoY support packages for parenthood (AP 4.3).

(vi)

Flexible working
Provide information on the flexible working arrangements available.

The Department operates a family-friendly policy, including arrangements for part-time
working, job shares, annualised hours and flexi-time.:
 Academics have considerable freedom to work at home when not teaching and this is
often done informally. Formal requests for constraints on timetabling to allow
individuals to collect children from school etc. have always been approved by the HoD
and are incorporated into the centralised timetabling system.
 Research staff can work from home with prior approval of their LM.
 Academic and research staff generally work flexibly on an informal basis which is
unrecorded.
 Staff in SEI-Y can request a regular arrangement of up to one day per week working
from home.
 For support staff, flexible working needs to be formally agreed with the LM and many
staff work flexi-time to fit in with care arrangements.


Nominally core hours are 10-4pm, but days and times of work are agreed with line
managers

We actively promote these policies by including them in induction materials for new staff,
adding to our E&D webpages, and circulating information during the year to remind staff.
(vii)

Transition from part-time back to full-time work after career breaks
Outline what policy and practice exists to support and enable staff who work part-time
after a career break to transition back to full-time roles.

Staff most frequently opt to work part-time following maternity leave. A phased return to
fulltime usually takes place over several years. In ED most female academics with children have
successfully followed this path. During this period workloads are carefully managed.
Subject to available finances and role availability, ED expects to approve all reasonable requests
from full-time staff to move to part-time working and vice-versa. Changes to the number of
part-time hours worked are also expected to be approved under our new ‘Part-time working
guarantee’. No requests from academics to increase their hours have ever been refused.
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Action Points
1.9 All Line Managers need to follow the University’s Equality and Diversity Office
best practice for Managers in order to provide consistent and appropriate support
for staff going on maternity leave.
1.10 A more structured series of planning and performance development meetings
that are fully minuted before staff go on parental leave.
1.11 Explore the adoption of a system of assigning staff and research students
returning from parental leave with a departmental buddy.
4.3 To improve knowledge of the support around paternity, maternity and shared
parental leave
5.4 Lobby the UoY HR department to consider whether the UoY can fund short-term
childcare to facilitate Keeping in Touch days during parental leave
5.5 Advocate for UoY funding to cover maternity leave with the Sciences Faculty
Board and Athena SWAN working group.
5.6 Advocate via Sciences Faculty Board and University management committee for
extra on-campus nursery places in the baby unit

5.6.
(i)

Organisation and culture
Culture

The Environment Department actively and openly considers gender equality and inclusivity at
numerous levels. Despite the multidisciplinary nature of our research and the challenges that
presents, we have succeeded in cultivating an open and integrative culture within the
department. Staff are regularly reminded of the importance of gender issues with Athena
SWAN a standing item on most Departmental meetings. This has resulted in a number of
successes from our Bronze AP. The departmental strategy, launched in 2014 sees this inclusive
culture as critical to our future success to be a “...be a high performing organisation which
provides an inclusive and supportive environment for all students, staff and
partners”.

We still have work to do with a few staff in the Staff survey reporting that they had experienced
inappropriate language, images or behaviour in the last 12 months. About half of these did not
report the incident(s). So, we will be formalising and further embedding our culture of respect
and inclusivity via specific statements in the staff handbook. The ASC will also be better
communicating procedures for reporting inappropriate behaviour and language (AP 3.2).
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(ii)

HR policies

The department is supported by a dedicated team of HR professionals who work within the
Faculty of Science as well as access to specialist support. This includes:
 The HR Partner for the Faculty is a member of the DMT and meets regularly with HoD.
 The ED administrator highlights the HR and E&D webpages and the training that is
provided via emails.
Some of the policies we wish to implement at a departmental level require assistance from
centralised HR services, such as funding for maternity cover and funding for short-term
childcare (AP 5.4 and 5.5).
(iii)

Representation of men and women on committees

Women are currently well represented across the Departmental committees and chair three ED
committees and three of the four research groups. In order to ensure balance on committee
membership the department:
 Reviews membership for gender balance to ensure that overload is avoided on small
numbers of women available
 Monitors workload more generally via a workload model (see below).
 Recognises participation on committees and panels as part of the PDR and
promotions processes.
There are 17 male and 11 female staff in the Department with administrative responsibilities in
2016-17. The gender ratio of Chairs of Committees (29% female) is slightly below the gender
ratio of the department. 34 and 32 males and females serve on committees, respectively but
there are twice as many male than female academics in the ED and therefore balancing such
workloads remains a challenge (AP2.6) (Table 23). Vacancies in roles are communicated to staff
via staff meetings and email.
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Table 23: The current ratio of female:male representation on ED committees.
Committee

Chair

Female members

Male members

Dept. Management Team

M

3

2

SEI-Y Management Team

F

2

5

Board of Studies

F

All academic and teaching staff

SEI York Research Committee

F

3

5

Research Committee

M

13

4

Teaching Committee

F

7

5

Mitigating Circumstances (UG)

M

0

4

Ethics Committee

M

1

5

External Advisory Board

M

3

4

32

34

Total
(iv)

Participation on influential external committees

All staff are encouraged to join policy, learned bodies and funding committees, for example. In
2016, of the 26 male and 15 female academic staff who provided data on their external
activities, men were three times as likely to be involved than women. This could impact
promotion to Reader or above, as external international visibility is a criteria, so requires action
(AP 2.7) (Table 24).
Table 24: Current membership of external committees/panels of staff within the department
Serving capacity

M

F

National or international advisory board
membership

13

2

Leadership roles in industry, commerce,
Research Councils, learned societies or
professional bodies

7

2

Research Funding Panels (e.g. Research Council
or TSB): Chairing and membership

6

3

Research networks you have lead or have
participated in as a member (say which) in the
UK, EU or further afield

17

7

Total

43

14
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(v)

Workload model
The department has had a bespoke workload model since 2012 (Figure 33) that was
developed in consultation with staff (Bronze AP 5.3). The workload model takes into
account hours being allocated on the basis of:
1. Timetabled teaching hours and assessment taking into account class size together
with project supervision;
2. Agreed time commitments for a variety of identified administration roles;
3. Research time, both an automatic allocation of 450 hours for all staff (to allow
development of proposals and writing up of research) and also that “won” through
grants.
4. Time is explicitly included for new members of staff engaged in PGCAP
5. Staff administration roles are allocated on the basis of people’s career aspirations
and workload.

In future, ED will bi-annually review workload model for gender bias in load and tasks (AP 2.6).

Figure 33: Example of individual staff member’s workload allocation. Hours are given for
proposal writing and personal research time, as well as teaching and administrative roles.
(vi)

Timing of departmental meetings and social gatherings

The department has nominal core hours (10am to 4pm) where most departmental-wide
activities occur. To ensure inclusivity the department ensures:
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(vii)

Staff meetings are held within these cores hours once per month, are included in all
staffs’ personal timetable and vary in day of the week to ensure part-time workers can
attend.
Committee meetings are formally timetabled usually several months in advance. Last
minute changes are discouraged, but again can be centrally removed or altered in
peoples’ timetables.
Most social events take place during the day (e.g. the Summer Party, Pizza lunch) but a
few, such as the departmental Christmas seminar, are evening events, but we will be
changing this from 2017. Where possible such events are family friendly.

Visibility of role models

A number of our Bronze AP have produced considerable impact in this aspect of
departmental culture. These include:
 Monitoring the images in recruitment materials and the website over the past three
years and shown that there is an even representation of males and females


An increase of the ratio of female speakers at the departmental seminar series in
2016/17 to 50% from 35%.



An increase in the profile of Early Career Researchers by developing an ECR section of
the departmental website after analysis of externally facing material showed an underrepresentation of ECRs. This includes four case-studies of ECR (3 female, 1 male). This
has resulted in an increase of external ECRs applying to the department.

However, some big opportunities were missed, particularly with respect to opening the new
building where the invited speakers were male-dominated.
(viii) Outreach activities
From August 2015 to July 2016, male staff completed almost three times as many more hours
on outreach activities than female staff members (Figure 34). By contrast, 3 female PhD
students completed a total of 37 hours of outreach activities compared with none completed by
male PhD students. It should be noted that for some staff in the ED, outreach activities form a
core part of their work (Figure 36).
Outreach activities are included in promotion criteria for ART staff and encouraged by PhD
funders and so are formally recognised.
Female UGs contributed more than male students (240 hours completed by 12 female students
compared with 218 hours completed by 3 male students) in (a) Post Offer Visit Days and Open
Days and (b) activities focussed on aspiration raising and raising awareness of higher education
(Figure 37).
Given the high numbers involved, we do not record the gender of people participating in our
outreach events.
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Time spent on outreach activities (hours)

300
241.5

250
200
145.5

150

100.3

100
50

81.3

81.3

73.5
39.8

37
0

3

0

0

0
PhD

Technical

Grade 6
Female

Grade 7

Grade 8

Professional

Male

Figure 34: Number of hours staff and PhD students spent on outreach activities between August
2015 and July 2016 split by gender and grade. Data labels show the number of staff members
who contributed to outreach activities.

Figure 36: Rachel from SEI-Y talking to a father and daughter about pests and diseases of trees
at the 2014 YorNight event. An example of an externally funded outreach event. We have not
recorded the gender of participants at outreach events.
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Time pent on outreach activities (Hours)
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Figure 37: Number of hours undergraduate students spent on outreach activities in the
academic year 2015/16 split by gender. Data labels show the number of students
members who contributed to outreach activities. It should be noted that the same student
may have contributed to both Open Days and other activities.

Action Points:
2.6: Analyse workload model bi-annually to ensure no gender bias in workload
(particularly administrative tasks) across the department
2.7: Promote participation in external organisations and committees via the
annual personal development review every September.
3.2 Widely communicate the UoY system of reporting of inappropriate or
offensive behaviour and fostering a respectful and inclusive culture.
4.1 Implement AS communications strategy
5.3 To share learning with other departments at Athena SWAN meetings and via
SATs in other departments

Impact of Bronze AP
1)
Increased numbers of females at higher grades – mainly via internal promotion which
was facilitated by improved ED support for promotions
2)
Increased numbers of new female staff recruited at grade 6: The ASC have raised the
profile of ECRs via online interviews with four ECRs (three women) from different fields, career
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stages and countries, to highlight the diversity of people but also of definitions of ‘success’
(Figure 21). The ECR forum has provided positive feedback on these pages.
3)
Review and improvement of ED recruitment material and website. Adverts and job
specifications include more information on the ED’s equality and diversity culture, flexible and
part-time working, and our AS bronze (Figure 21). Across the whole of the ED website we
ensured that positive images and case studies of both males and females. (Bronze AP 3.2 & 6.1).
4)
Increase in the number of ECRs writing IRF applications to join the ED: ASC actions to
help our researchers become Independent Research Fellows (IRFs), included establishment of
an ECR support group, workshops on CVs, promotion and how to apply for IRFs. We also
provided web-based information encouraging external IRFs to join the Department and offering
them support in doing so. In 2016, two external ECRs were funded (awarded on a competitive
basis) to visit ED and develop an application. One was successful and the other will reapply this
year (Bronze AP 3.1). The scheme will be embedded under silver (AP 2.4).
5)
Initiated development of new ED induction process. Following ASC actions, 100% of
staff now receive induction within the department and its effectiveness is reviewed by regular
meetings over the first few months (rather than frontloading it). All new staff are offered an
informal ‘mentor’/buddy.
6)
A more proactive approach to academic promotions: A new ED promotions committee
was set-up to provide advice via seminars and one-to-one meetings and feedback on
applications and CVs at all stages of promotion preparation (Bronze AP 3.2). The new annual
staff Performance Review includes a section on ‘Career development aspirations / future plans
(eg promotion, retirement)’.
7)
ED approval for travel funds to be used to support extra childcare for staff at
conferences.
8)
A part-time working guarantee. Given appropriate job roles and finances, the ED will
consider all reasonable applications from staff to reduce their hours and later increase them, as
their needs change. To date, the HoD has never refused a request and multiple staff have
benefited from this.
9)
Improved processes for understanding why staff leave and the impact of FTCs (Bronze
AP 1.4). With the permission of the leaver, line manager carrying out the exit interview now
pass on any concerns over staff or procedures, to the HoD. These data will inform our planned
reviewed of the use of FTCs with a view to reducing their use (AP 1.7).
10)
Improved dissemination of promotion and redundancy processes among ECRS. ED’s
new ECR forum was started by ASC rep and supported by ASC, in order to improve support
mechanisms for our female-dominated ECR community. This has included workshops about
promotions, FTCs and job insecurity.

Word count = 6416
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6. FURTHER INFORMATION
Recommended word count: Bronze: 500 words | Silver: 500 words
Please comment here on any other elements that are relevant to the application.
Only a small proportion of our Staff Equality and Culture survey data are presented in this
application. As indicated in the application and our further analyses, there seems to be a big
difference between staff and PhD student perceptions of many issues, e.g. gender differences
in promotion success, and the reality. Thus, the ASC will be working hard to promote our work
and to keep staff informed of the ED’s many successes.
Also raised in the Staff Survey and by members of the ASC was the issue that unlike most large
employers, at UoY the second week of paternity leave is only paid at Ordinary Statutory
Paternity Pay. The ED is not allowed to make up this difference between OSPP and full pay for
ED staff, however, we have been able to add this to the agenda for the UoY AS committee
preparing our next institutional application. This is in addition to lobbying the UoY to make
other key changes that would benefit our staff (see Action Plan).
A key issue that is only touched on in the application is the increased feeling of disconnect
between academic staff and support staff. Some of this seems to be a by-product of moving to
a larger, new building so that people are not working in such close quarters as in our pre-2016
buildings. Given this issue and Athena SWAN’s greater emphasis on Professional and Support
staff, the ASC will be developing a key package of work around our administrative and technical
staff without whom our department would not function and thrive.
(259 words)
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7. ACTION PLAN
The action plan should present prioritised actions to address the issues identified
in this application.
Please present the action plan in the form of a table. For each action define an
appropriate success/outcome measure, identify the person/position(s) responsible
for the action, and timescales for completion.
The plan should cover current initiatives and your aspirations for the next four years.
Actions, and their measures of success, should be Specific, Measurable, Achievable,
Relevant and Time-bound (SMART).
See the awards handbook for an example template for an action plan.

This guide was published in May 2015. ©Equality Challenge Unit May 2015.
Athena SWAN is a community trademark registered to Equality Challenge Unit: 011132057.
Information contained in this publication is for the use of Athena SWAN Charter member
institutions only. Use of this publication and its contents for any other purpose, including copying
information in whole or in part, is prohibited. Alternative formats are available: pubs@ecu.ac.uk
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Ref

Planned action / objective

Environment Department

Rationale

Key outputs and milestones

SILVER ACTION PLAN April 2017 - March 2021

Timeframe
(start/end
date)

Person
responsible

Annually,
every
December
2017, 2018,
2019, 2020.

Chair of ASC
(Kathryn Arnold)

Success criteria and
outcome

Theme 1: Stop the leaky pipe: address the loss of women at key career stages
1.1

1.2

Continue to monitor and
disseminate UG & PG student
and staff data by gender
Annual report to
-Board of Studies
Departmental management
Team
SEI-Y staff and management
team meetings
Departmental Research
Committee
-ED Staff meeting

Trend for increasing female
bias among students.

Gather feedback at Open Days
and post-offer visit days to
understand gender differences
in application and acceptance
rates.

Fewer males than females
apply for our degrees and
fewer female than male
applicants receiving offers
then accept our offers.

Regular analysis and
reporting of data to focal
groups within the ED.

Female bias among grade 6
researchers and male bias
among professors, consistent
with University of York
profile.

Maintain the equitable
level of student offers
and intake based on
gender.
Raised awareness
among staff of gender
statistics in ED
measured by
responses in staff
survey.

A need to monitor staff and
student data against other
ASC actions.
Degree conveners are
leading a project identifying
reasons why students
accepted our offers Focus
groups recruited from
current students

February
2017

Report to BoS

Summer
2017

Improved admissions
processes:

2018/19
academic
year

Admissions
tutors and
degree
conveners.

Better understanding of
gender specific patterns
of application &
acceptance such that we
can take action to rectify
the conversion.
Improved admissions
processes.
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Ref

Planned action / objective

Rationale

Key outputs and milestones

1.3

Guarantee to interview
Departmental Independent
Research Fellows (IRFs) if they
apply for a lectureship position
their field

Our data suggest that the
jump between researcher
and lecturer is a difficult one
with a drop off in numbers.

1.4

Highlighting family-friendly
policies and outward facing
evidence of support for underrepresented groups.

1.5

Adopt unconscious bias (UB)
monitoring as standard practice
for short listing during staff
recruitment

SILVER ACTION PLAN April 2017 - March 2021

Timeframe
(start/end
date)

Person
responsible

Success criteria and
outcome

When a job is advertised,
January 2018
the short listing panel should
identify any suitably
qualified IRFs and invite
them to apply.

HoD

IRFs with greater
experience of the
recruitment process for
academics.
Internal recruitment of
an IRF

The percentage of females
applying for (Academic,
research and teaching (ART)
positions has been lower than
hoped.
In the staff survey, a few staff
were unaware of the flexible
working options.

Updated section in the staff
handbook and updated
information on website on
all of our new Actions
supporting families and
under-represented groups

Summer
2017 –
summer
2018

Chair of ASC and Over 90% of staff aware
ED web master
of flexible working
policies.
10% increase in the
number of women
applying for ART
positions over silver
period.

As a result of experience in
University of York Chemistry
Department, this was trialled
in 2016 by a team in SEI-Y
which highlighted that
unconscious bias was
occurring during a recent
round of recruitment.

Documentation on process
and data collection to be
approved by HoD.
HoD within ED is happy to
adopt this procedure and
will utilise the
documentation piloted by
SEI-Y.

August 2017

ASC need to
discuss with ED
Administrator to
ensure that they
are aware of the
proposed
procedure.

Increase in UBmitigating procedures
used in recruitment
Reduction in occurrence
and/or impact of UB (as
per data recorded
during recruitment
process).

Data to be monitored by ASC
1.6

Offer mentors for PhD students
focusing on career
development.

High demand from students
for pastoral support and
career development

Voluntary and optional
choice from bank of staff.

To be
Industry Liaison
initiated in
Officer to liaise
autumn 2019 with ECR and

Improved rate of
satisfaction as recorded
by post graduate survey
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Ref

1.7

Planned action / objective

Review the use of Fixed term
Contracts (FTCs) within the ED
and their impact on career
development for ECRs.

Environment Department

SILVER ACTION PLAN April 2017 - March 2021

Rationale

Key outputs and milestones

Timeframe
(start/end
date)

Person
responsible

(evidence from focus group).
PhD survey show 35 % of
female PG students do not
have a Career Development
Plan.

A buddy system to be set up
between ECR’s and PhD
students to support PhD
students whilst studying at
York and in preparing for a
career post graduation.

for new
PhDs;
Ongoing.

PhD
and future focus groups.
representatives
to ensure
coordination
and training
where necessary

Data shows an increasing use
of FTCs with more women
than men employed on FTCs.

In depth analysis of 10 years
of data, on when and how
FTCs have been used.

1st July 2020
- 1st
December
2020.

ASC with input
from ED
manager & SEI-Y
& UoY HR
Corrine Howie

Clearer guidance on how
and why FTCs should be
used in the ED.

Review meeting with UoY HR
and PIs to discuss how FTCs
can be better used.

Success criteria and
outcome

10% reduction in
differential between
numbers of women vs
men on FTCs

1.8

Formally adopt the practice of
discussing and re-considering
CV pool if a short list only
contains applicants of one
gender.

Data suggest that at higher
grades females are less likely
to be interviewed and
consequently appointed than
men.

Include requirement to
review shortlists containing
single gender in recruitment
information provided to
Chairs/panels

July 2017

ED
administrators
and HoD

Recruitment data shows
increase in number of
women interviewed for
higher grades

1.9

All Line Managers need to
follow the University’s Equality
and Diversity Office best
practice for Managers in order
to provide consistent and
appropriate support for staff
going on maternity leave.

During the bronze period,
returners have reported
inconsistent levels of support
from line managers,
administrators and HR.

Line managers to be emailed
links to guidelines annually
and info added to staff
handbook.

Summer
every year

ED
administrator
and HoD

Organise HR bespoke
training for all line
managers.

Autumn
2018

Feedback from ED
culture survey shows
100% of line managers
are clear on the UoY’s
best practice for
managers.
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SILVER ACTION PLAN April 2017 - March 2021

Ref

Planned action / objective

Rationale

Key outputs and milestones

Timeframe
(start/end
date)

Person
responsible

Success criteria and
outcome

1.10

A more structured series of
planning and performance
development meetings that are
fully minuted before staff go on
parental leave.

Interviews with staff
returning from maternity
leave stated that their line
managers were unclear as to
how to best plan maternity
leave and return from
maternity leave.

Hold 2 'Pre-leave' meetings
(including
timeplan/workload
discussion) and 3 'Back to
work meetings'
Timeplan / workload
discussion to include: Preleave: plan for proposal
submission and advocates
while on leave; an idea of
time that would be ringfenced on return
Back to work: timeplan /
workload & proposal
submission review including
reviewing 'ring-fenced' time.

Autumn
2017

ASC with HR
manager and
departmental
administrators.

Feedback from staff
returning from
maternity leave and
their line managers
shows increase in
awareness of how to
plan return.

Interviews with recent
returners identified that a
departmental buddy, similar
to the one offered to new
staff, would be a useful
source of support for
returners.

Consult HR to review
whether the adoption of a
buddy system would be
consistent with UoY
maternity policies.

Summer
2017

Corrine Howie in All staff returning from
HR
parental leave are
assigned with a ‘buddy’.

Introduce the buddy system
for future returners.

Autumn
2017 ongoing

ED & SEI-Y
administrators

With a drive to increase the
diversity and internationality
of our students, we need a

Data analysis.

Winter 2020

ASC

Report to BoS

Spring 2021

A similar system was in use in
Chemistry which seemed to
be successful.

1.11

1.12

Explore the adoption of a
system of assigning staff and
research students returning
from parental leave with a
departmental buddy.

Analyse and respond to
intersectionality (including
nationality) in student

Feedback from ED
culture survey shows
100% of returners are
satisfied with maternity
leave planning.

A report on the impact
of intersectionality on
student numbers and
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Environment Department

Planned action / objective

Rationale

numbers, application data and
attainment.

better idea of how
intersectionality impacts
student recruitment and their
experience.

Key outputs and milestones

SILVER ACTION PLAN April 2017 - March 2021

Timeframe
(start/end
date)

Person
responsible

Success criteria and
outcome
attainment with some
action points as
required.

Theme 2: Enhancing and supporting the career development of female staff at all grades
2.1

Analyse in more detail the
application process for PhD
students in relation to funding
sources and also the type of
projects on offer.

Data shows wide year on year
variation in sex ratio –
unknown whether this is
noise or due to changes in
funding availability or
application processes at
University level.

Greater understanding of
factors affecting PhD
students’ applications for
funding.
Develop body of knowledge
to share with other
departments.

Spring 2020
– Summer
2020

ASC and PG reps

Feedback to the UoY
grad school on the
current processes and
suggestions for areas of
improvement.

2.2

Promote PGR positions better
to our UG and PGT students.
Determine whether PGR
careers are perceived as less
attractive to females than
males.

In contrast to the relatively
consistent progression for
females, the PGR data show
that males outnumber
females in PGR applications.
Opened up a session in
Autumn term 2016/7 titled
“so you want to do a PhD”
run by Biology department to
our students to raise
awareness that was very
popular.

Short research talks for UGs
and Masters students to
showcase PhD life and
increase exposure across
these different career
stages. Could be part of
Tuesday Research Seminar
series.

Autumn term
2017 and
2019 (this
should cover
all current
UG students)

PG reps and
Nancy Baines
(Industry Liaison
Officer)

A 20% increase in the
number of male and
female UoY UG students
applying for PGR
positions.

Ensure 50/50 mix of
female/male speakers
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SILVER ACTION PLAN April 2017 - March 2021

Ref

Planned action / objective

Rationale

Key outputs and milestones

Timeframe
(start/end
date)

Person
responsible

Success criteria and
outcome

2.3

Develop a mentoring scheme
for all staff as required.

10 out of 28 survey
respondents would still like a
mentor and this is frequently
raised at ECR group meetings

Pilot mentoring scheme via
UoY and ED

Feb 2017

Review of pilot by ED and
UoY

Review Oct
2017

ASC chair and
Research
Excellence
Training Team

In Staff Culture Survey a
50% reduction in staff
wanting a mentor but
not having one.

Unrolling of larger scale
mentoring scheme

Spring 2018

ECR forum to host speakers
providing advice on applying
for fellowships.

Annually, as
stated in
application
under 5.1(i)

Chair of DRC

Workshops successfully
developed

2.4

Offer researchers workshops
for ED ECRs, funding for
external ECRs to visit and
mentorship to support ECRs
applying for Independent
Research fellowships

(ix) Staff data show a
decrease in the percentage of
females from grade 6 to
grade 7.
Qualitative data from the
staff survey illustrate that
ECRs find the jump from RA
to IRF / lecturer particularly
difficult.

70% of ED researchers
attended

Continuation of the pilot
competition to fund external
ECRs to visit the ED to write
IRF applications with staff.

80% of attendees
indicated improved
understanding of
application
requirements
Increase in number of
successful IRF
applications

2.5

Increase the understanding of
and application rate for
promotions within the ED.

(x) Staff survey data shows
staff still think that women
are less likely to apply for
promotion and also several

Better communication of
promotion criteria to staff
via email and workshops.

Annually in
April

ASC chair and
ED promotions
advice
committee.

One extra female
applying for promotion
each year compared
with current application
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Ref

2.6

Planned action / objective

Bi-annually review workload
model for gender bias in load
and tasks.

Environment Department

SILVER ACTION PLAN April 2017 - March 2021

Rationale

Key outputs and milestones

Timeframe
(start/end
date)

staff are still unclear as to the
promotions criteria.

Discuss with promotions
Spring 2018
committee a metrics based
– Summer
system for identifying
2018
promotion candidates, e.g.
via reviewing the PURE
profiles of all staff to identify
who is at an appropriate
stage for promotion, and to
encourage them to apply
Annually in
Encourage all staff to review September
promotions criteria prior to
(prior to PDR
Performance Development
‘season’)
Review meetings

(xi) Perceptions in the staff
survey that there are gender
differences in workload.

Identification of any bias

April 2018
and 2010

Communication with staff
about review findings and
actions planned/undertaken

Person
responsible

Success criteria and
outcome
rate.

HoD and ED/SEI- Actions
Y administrators planned/undertaken to
redress any identified
gender bias
Reduction in number of
staff reporting bias in
staff survey

2.7

Promote external
representation on committees
and research highlights /
success from male and female

(xii) Data show fewer women
academics than men
currently sit on external
panels. This is a key criteria

Discussion at all PDR
meetings of external
committee membership.

Sept/Oct
2019
(coincides
with PDR

HoD & line
managers

An increase of two more
women on external
panels or committees.
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Environment Department

Planned action / objective

Rationale

staff and students.

for promotion and included in
REF return.

Key outputs and milestones

Circulation of vacancies on
panels.
2.8

2.9

Proactively utilise staff
networks and HR resources
(e.g. ‘head hunters’) to increase
the number and percentage of
female applicants for senior
roles.

Monitor grant application and
success rates by gender and
grade to allow the DRC to
target support for grant writing.

(xiii)
Only ~ 30% of
applicants for grade 8 and
professorial roles have been
female.

Data from the last three years
show that non-professorial
academics have a significantly
lower grant success rate than
professors.
(xiv)
Given that there are
no female professors – there
are gender differences in
overall success rates.

SILVER ACTION PLAN April 2017 - March 2021

Timeframe
(start/end
date)

Person
responsible

meetings)

Research
Administrators

Ongoing
from Sept
2017.

For each recruitment round, Summer
an email sent to staff
2017
requesting names of suitable
applicants to target which
must include women.
HR to consult with UoY head
hunter when recruiting
Chairs to ensure that an
even gender ratio of
potential candidates are
drawn up..

Next
professorial
recruitment
round.

Annual report to DRC on
grant success rates split by
gender and grade.

Annually
from March
2018

Development of an
improved and more
integrated package of
actions to support grant
writing.

Success criteria and
outcome

HoD

Increase in % women
applying for grade 8 and
above positions to over
40%.

HR

DRC and
Research
Administrator

Increased understanding
of gender and grade
differential in grant
application success, as
measured by publishing
of data on success rates
on ED intranet
Actions to support grant
writing developed
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Planned action / objective

Environment Department

Rationale

Key outputs and milestones

SILVER ACTION PLAN April 2017 - March 2021

Timeframe
(start/end
date)

Person
responsible

Success criteria and
outcome

Encourage more staff to
utilise grant-writing support
mechanisms.
2.10

Increase tailored support for
staff applying for research
grants.

Relatively low success rate of
non-professorial PIs.

Improved promotion and
uptake of grant writing
support mechanisms.

This work has DRC
started but
will be fully
launched
later this
term.

10% increase in success
rate for funding
applications submitted
by non-professorial staff.

Meetings with Chair of DRC
and/or research
administrator to discuss
feedback from rejected
applications and plans for
potentially re-submitting
improved versions of
applications.

To be
DRC
discussed at
DRC in
Autumn term
2017/18.

An increase in the
number of failed grants
being successfully resubmitted.

Annual deadlines for
applying for sabbaticals.

Autumn term HoD
2017/18

Grant funding is a key
requirement for promotion.
2.11

Support for grant rejections

Currently there is no support
in place for staff following
grant rejections.
Qualitative data from the
staff survey suggests that the
relatively low funding success
rates are a source of stress
for staff.

2.12

Regular and transparent system Staff survey – not enough
of sabbaticals to facilitate staff time to write grants and
to perform research
papers/ attend conferences
needed for promotion.
Especially required for staff
finishing heavy admin roles or

Increase in research grants
applied for and publications
submitted.

Reduction in the number
of comments about
grant ‘failures’ in the
next Staff Survey.
A 20% increase in
number of staff taking
sabbaticals per year.
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Planned action / objective

Environment Department

Rationale

SILVER ACTION PLAN April 2017 - March 2021

Key outputs and milestones

Timeframe
(start/end
date)

Person
responsible

Success criteria and
outcome

May 2017

Support staff
reps

A 20% increase in staff
and student satisfaction
with departmental
culture and social
events.

HoD

A 50% decrease in the
number of staff and PhD
students that report
witnessing inappropriate
behaviour in future staff
surveys.

returning from long term
leave.
Theme 3: Departmental organisation and culture
3.1

3.2

To run monthly ASC coffee
mornings to increase the
interactions and social cohesion
between staff in all roles and
PhD students.

Both the staff and PhD
student surveys and focus
groups highlighted the need
for regular social event to
encourage PhD and staff
engagement and
communication

Budget agreed with HoD.

Widely communicate the UoY
system of reporting of
inappropriate or offensive
behaviour and fostering a
respectful and inclusive culture.

In our new strategy (20142018) we identified cultural
issues including the
experience of staff as critical
to delivering our vision to
“...be a high performing
organisation which provides
an inclusive and supportive
environment for all students,
staff and partners.”

Discussions with DMT as to
how this can be actioned.

Summer
2017

Statement in Staff and PG
handbooks about respectful
communication.

Autumn
2017

Posters and emails
promoting the UoY system
for reporting harassment etc
and the ED contacts for
doing so.

January 2018

In staff and PhD student
surveys, a number of people
reported that they had
experienced inappropriate
behaviour or images in the

Monthly coffee mornings
held – first one planned for
11 May 2017.

A 50% decrease in the
number of staff and PhD
students that felt they
could not report it.
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Planned action / objective

Environment Department

Rationale

SILVER ACTION PLAN April 2017 - March 2021

Key outputs and milestones

Timeframe
(start/end
date)

Person
responsible

Success criteria and
outcome

In PhD survey 2016, ED
students reported that there
seemed to be a mismatch
between student and
supervisor expectations, and
that issues could not be
reported or resolved without
becoming ‘too official’.

Trial a new PhD student supervisor expectations
scale.

Sept 2017

PhD reps, Chair
of Postgraduate
Studies
(Research)

Regular meetings with all
PhD students and their reps
to discuss issues.

May 2017

A better culture of
communication
(evidence from focus
groups and surveys with
PhD students.

Staff survey indicated that
support staff feel a lack of
integration between
academic and support staff
since move to new larger
building, this is leading to a
sense of inequality.

An initial meeting of
professional support staff
was held on 8th February to
set up a forum to give
professional support staff
increased visibility and
recognition within the
Environment Building.

Regular
meetings to
be
timetabled
from late
spring 2017

Support staff on
AS committee
(currently M
Gehrels and N
Baines)

Improved feeling of
morale among support
staff - this can be
identified from future
staff surveys.

past year. Over half of those
felt unable to report this.
3.3

3.4

Investigate the need for
improving the system for
reporting and solving PGRSupervisor challenges.

Setup and support a forum to
bring together professional
support staff working
throughout the Environment
Building.

Examples of strong
integration between
academic and support
staff

Ensure that we (the AS
committee) nominate at
least one member of
support staff per year for
University awards
‘Professional@York’.
3.5

Compulsory E&D training for all

In staff survey only ~ 30% of

Compulsory completion of

Improved balance in
representation on e.g.
committees/working
groups/projects?
Sept 2017

HoD

100% of staff
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3.6

Environment Department

Planned action / objective

Rationale

Key outputs and milestones

staff involved in recruitment

staff had completed E&D
training, which impacts on
recruitment and staff
satisfaction (e.g. Action Point
3.2)

UoY E&D training
programme before any
recruitment by the staff
member can take place.

Increase the number and
diversity of staff who have
completed the ‘Successful
Performance Review’ training
and to facilitate further
discussion of the PDR process

Only 2/10 staff who did
training were female. This
limits opportunities for line
management.

Regular communication with
all staff with details of up
and coming courses.

In staff survey several staff
requested the opportunity to
have PDR meetings with a
female reviewer.

SILVER ACTION PLAN April 2017 - March 2021

Timeframe
(start/end
date)

Person
responsible

Success criteria and
outcome
responsible for
recruitment have
completed training.

From Spring
2017

ED training
officer.

Increase number of
women attending
relevant training.

Line managers.
Reminders to line managers
to encourage staff to attend.

Prior to each
annual PDR
meeting

Increase in female’s able
to carry out PDRs

Theme 4: Departmental staff and students recognise benefits from ASC activities and sharing best practice
4.1

Implement AS communications
strategy

Staff survey and PhD student
focus groups revealed a lack
of knowledge about Athena
SWAN activities and
(incorrect) perceptions that
women have a lower
promotion success rate than
men.

Staff meetings - report back
at all meetings

April 2017

Highlight the successes of
female staff in promotion
and external activities.

November
2017 (after
promotions
announced)

Agenda and minutes of ASC
to be posted on VLE, with
email notification to all staff.

Summer
2017 – after
every
meeting.

Chair of ASC

Update on AS is a
standing item at all staff
meetings
Progress against AS plan
regularly updated and
published on ED
intranet.
Agendas and minutes of
all ASC meetings
published and staff
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Planned action / objective

Environment Department

Rationale

Key outputs and milestones

SILVER ACTION PLAN April 2017 - March 2021

Timeframe
(start/end
date)

Person
responsible

Success criteria and
outcome
notified.

4.2

PhD reps to summarise each
meeting to all PhD students
(email)

Summer
2017 – after
each
meeting.

Installing an AS section of
the notice board outside the
auditorium to highlight
issues / successes –

Summer
2017

Advertise for volunteers

Sept 2017
(annually)

Appoint a rep

November
2017 (then
annually)

Include an UG rep on the ASC
to identify strategies to help
female students and to
communicate the work of the
ASC to UGs.

The views and needs of UGs
in relation to AS activities
remain largely unknown.

4.3

To improve knowledge of the
support around paternity,
maternity and shared parental
leave

Changes in legislation and
large number of new
employees

Raise awareness of
employee rights and UoY
support/obligations around
parental leave.

Sept 20017

4.4

Analyse the reasons for gender
differences in UG and PGT
student attainment.

A lower percentage of males
than females are achieving
higher grades in UG and PGT
degrees.

Analysis of attainment of
current and past students by
gender.

Jan-Apr 2019

Focus groups to understand
reasons for this.

Summer
2019

Chairs of ASC
and BoS

UG rep appointed

Greater awareness of
support and rights
communicated via
future staff surveys.
Teaching
Committee

Improved understanding
of reasons for lower
attainment
Plans/development of
actions to address these
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Planned action / objective

Environment Department

Rationale

SILVER ACTION PLAN April 2017 - March 2021

Key outputs and milestones

Timeframe
(start/end
date)

Consultations with staff and
students regarding data and
future plans for addressing
issues raised.

Spring 2020

Person
responsible

Success criteria and
outcome
reasons

Theme 5: Future of Equality and Diversity work in the Department
5.1

Review current ASC to explore
The ASC has focused on
expansion of ASC to cover other gender but we need to widen
protected characteristics
our remit to include other
known biases, such as
disability and race.

Analysis of staff and student
data in relation to other
protected characteristics.

Summer
2018

ASC

An ASC that better
reflects staff and student
profiles.

5.2

Improve the return rate for the
Staff Equality and Culture
survey prior to the next AS
application

Consult ASC and
management on how to
increase staff buy in

Summer
2019 – start
design phase

Chair of ASC

Increase in response
rate to 70%

Design of survey and
promotion methods

Autumn
2019 –
Collect data

Email and verbal (at Staff
meetings) promotion of
survey by management
team

Winter –
analyse data
&
communicat
e to staff

51% return rate in 2016
survey – ASC needs to have a
better idea of the opinions
and perceptions of more
staff.

Jan 2020 –
Plan follow
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Planned action / objective

Environment Department

Rationale

Key outputs and milestones

SILVER ACTION PLAN April 2017 - March 2021

Timeframe
(start/end
date)

Person
responsible

Success criteria and
outcome

up actions
based on
data
5.3

To share learning with other
departments at Athena SWAN
meetings and via SelfAssessment Teams (SAT)s in
other departments

The ED ASC has been
approached by AHSSBL
departments at UoY to assist
with their newly formed
SATs.

Secondment of ASC
members to SATs in other
departments

April 2017 on ASC members
going

ED AS lead contribute to
work of other Dept SAT
(Archaeology)

ED ASC has benefited from
help from Gold AS
departments at UoY.
5.4

5.5

Share ED experience/AS
successes with four
other non-STEMM
departments

Lobby the UoY HR department
to consider whether the UoY
can fund short-term childcare
to facilitate Keeping in Touch
days during parental leave.

Focus groups help with ECRs
identified childcare as a key
issue for staff with parental
responsibilities. This is
particularly problematic for
staff without family living
locally (e.g. international
staff)

Consult ASC and
management on how lobby
UoY.

Autumn
2017

Consultation with UoY HR
team

Spring 2018

Advocate for UoY funding to
cover maternity leave with the
Sciences Faculty Board and
Athena SWAN working group.

Currently the central
maternity cost funding
scheme exists to cover the
additional costs of recruiting
fixed-term staff to cover
teaching. This imposes a
financial burden on individual

Consult ASC and
management on how lobby
UoY.

Autumn
2017

Consultation with UoY HR
team

Spring 2018

ASC

Short-term child care
funding available for
Keeping in Touch days

ASC

The next UoY
institutional application
to include an action of
maternity cover funding.
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Planned action / objective

Environment Department

Rationale

Key outputs and milestones

SILVER ACTION PLAN April 2017 - March 2021

Timeframe
(start/end
date)

Person
responsible

Success criteria and
outcome

Autumn
2017

ASC

An increase in number
of available nursery
places.

departments and means that
the workload of colleagues is
increased causing
resentment.
5.6

Advocate via Sciences Faculty
Board and University
management committee for
extra on-campus nursery places
in the baby unit

Lack of baby places in campus ED ASC reports to UoY ASC
nursery especially 3mth - 2yr
old (currently only 9
available)

Progress on delivery of Bronze Action Plan
Green: Completed and/or incorporated into routine business
Amber: Partially completed
Red: Not completed
ENVIRONMENT DEPARTMENT, UNIVERSITY OF YORK:
BRONZE ACTION PLAN – Progress report January 2017
Priority actions within each section are in bold and indicated *. Within the main application we refer to individual actions (AP 1.1 etc) and
provide the evidence base, more details of the issues to be tackled and our proposed plans.
Action taken already and
outcome at March 2014

Action

Description of action

1

Baseline Data and Supporting Evidence

1.1

Monitor UG and PG
student data by gender
Annual report to
- BoS
- DMT
- Staff meeting

Further action
planned at March
2014

Data collected for entry
Repeat analysis
and for cohorts; local
systems fit for purpose;
created record of national
data; create standard
ongoing process and
record; checked whether
data in line with national
figures.
Assessed data - no
evidence of discrimination.

Responsibility Timescale

Start
date

Success Measure

Progress as of
January 2017

UoY Centre to Annually
provide data.
ASDC to
analyse

March
2015

Maintain the
equitable level of
offers and intake
based on gender.

Analysis
repeated
annually and
discussed at ASC

For PhD students,
determine whether
there is a decline in
applications from
women.
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Action taken already and
outcome at March 2014

Action

Description of action

1.2

1.3*

1.4

Collect data on
requests for flexible
and part-time working
arrangements

Further action
planned at March
2014

University worksheet given To collect data on all
to Dept Administrator.
future applications for
flexible or part-time
Data collection started but working
too early to analyse.
Monitor staff
University HR provided
Repeat analysis and
appointments,
2011-13 data.
report to Staff
including fellowships
meeting and DMT.
and promotion success ASDC identified a male
rates.
bias among grade 7
researchers, Readers and
Professors.
Monitor staff
Information not currently Develop exit
destinations and
collected formally except questionnaire to
reasons for leaving ED for whether someone
include questions on
Annual report to
resigns, dies, retires or
reasons for leaving
- DMT
comes to the end of a fixed and future plans.
Staff meeting
term contract.
Slight bias in female
researchers leaving at the
end of fixed term contracts
but unknown what
happens to them after
that.

Responsibility Timescale

Start
date

Success Measure

Progress as of
January 2017

HR and Dept Annually
Administrator

March
2015

Data collected
and reported.

HR, HoD and
ASDC

Annually

March
2015

An accurate record
of flexible and parttime working
arrangements in the
ED.
Report on gender
profile
of grade progression
(at level of
aggregation to
ensure anonymity).

ASDC

6 months July 2016
to develop
questionna
ire

Increase proportion
of leavers’
destination
information.

HR issues with
collecting data –
in discussions
with HR as to
how this can be
done while
retaining
confidentiality.

Monitor for gender
differences in
reasons for leaving.

Data analysed
annually and
reported
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2

UG and PG Students

2.1

To redesign our student
recruitment material to
ensure that it is gender
neutral with images
and case studies of
both males and
females.
To determine how the
department can better
embed work-life
balance into PG
students’ supervision.

2.2

2.3*

Agreed at Teaching
Committee.
Initial analyses of existing
brochure showed no
obvious gender bias
among images.
Not currently addressed.

To develop a PG exit
Currently these data are
questionnaire to
not collected
discover the
destinations of our
graduates and how the
PhD experience
(including the
application process)
can be improved.

Collect or create
suitable images, case
studies and text.
Produce new
brochure and webpages.

Publicity
Officer &
Admissions
Tutors

Add this to the
agenda of the next
Staff-Student Liaison
Meeting for
discussion.

Recruit a masters’
student to collect and
analyse these data as
part of a research
project on careers in
the Environmental
sector.

6 months

May
2014

Audit of
promotional
material showing
equal gender
representation

ASDC, Chair of ongoing
BoS & PG
coordinator

June
2014

Increased student
satisfaction e.g.
expressed through
the Postgraduate
Research Experience
Survey.

PG
coordinator
and masters’
project
supervisor

May
2015

6 months

Done 2015 and
May 2016 for
new brochure –
no current
problem

Small numbers
of students
returned last
survey 2015 and
2016 – too few
to analyse.
Looking to run
own ED survey.
Achieve at least 50% This has been
return rate of
started but the
questionnaires.
uptake has been
Utilise information low. Needs more
to improve student work.
experience
particularly for
women.
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2.4

2.5

To make the application
process for PhD
positions more
transparent.

To investigate the
feasibility of offering
part-time degrees.

Identified trends during
self-assessment process –
apparent decline in
proportion of females
applying for PhDs which
corresponds to a change in
funding model and
application process.

Analyse in more detail ASDC and PG
the application
coordinator
process for PhD
students in relation to
funding sources and
also the type of
projects on offer. Use
information from exit
questionnaire (AP
2.3).

6 months

Informal discussions with
degree conveners suggest
that part-time taught
degrees are not
considered possible
currently because of
timetabling constraints,
limited staff time and lack
of demand.

To carry out a
Degree
feasibility study to
conveners
determine the market
for part-time study,
what our competitors
offer and internal
constraints on
offering part-time
degrees.

3 months

January
2017

3 months

January
2015

ASDC discovered that rules
on part-time PhDs are
dependent on the
restrictions of the funder
not the UoY.

To investigate
whether the main
PhD funders would
support students
undertaking PhDs
part-time.

PG
coordinator

Sept
2016

Report on effects of
funder and
application process
on gender bias in
PhD recruitment.
Updated guidance
for staff and
applicants.

A business and
educational case for
or against part-time
learning options.

Overtaken by
changes in
DTP/DTC
application
processes.

Application
guidance has
been updated.

Done – and
discovered no
clear business or
student case for
introducing parttime degrees at
this time.

A clear statement of
ED policy on parttime PhDs in the PG
student handbook.
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3

Key Career Transition Points, Appointments and Promotions

3.1

Encourage more postdoctoral fellowship
applications to the
dept.

Discussed at Research
Finish writing
Committee and first draft guidance document
of text for website written. for prospective
fellowship applicants
and post on website.
Identify potential UoY
funded Daphne
Jackson Fellowship
applicants.

Research
committee

Research
Committee,
all staff and
ASDC

3 months

Prior to
next
deadline.

July 2014 Increase the number
of research fellows
in ED from 3 to 5 in
line with REF
aspirations.
Deadline
TBA
Appointment of a
Daphne Jackson
Fellow to ED.

Done – need to
finish writing
case studies
from current
ECRs to finish
website.

No current
deadlines.
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3.2*

Increase the number of Invited Prof Paul Walton to
female staff at senior a staff meeting to talk to
levels.
us about Unconscious Bias
and how the Chemistry
Dept increased numbers of
women at Senior lecturer
or grade 8 and above.

Start a pro-active
HoD, DMT
approach to internal and Chair of
promotion by HoD
ASDC
running promotion
seminars and
personal approaches
by senior staff.
Identify Line
Managers who
require training in
supporting staff
through promotion so
more consistent and
accurate advice is
given.
Changed the wording of
Promote our
recent job adverts to
positive and inclusive
emphasize our positive
dept culture plus the
and inclusive departmental UoY’s flexible working
culture plus the UoY’s
and family friendly
flexible working and family policies via our
friendly policies.
website
Further investigate
the wording of job
adverts and candidate
briefs to ensure that
we do not
unintentionally bias
against or deter
female applicants.

30 months July 2014 In next Equality
survey, an increase
in staff who feel that
they are supported
to apply for
promotion from
45% to 60%.

Done - summer
2016.

In December
2015, 10 senior
staff (3/10
female) carried
out training in
the new
performance
review
procedures
Increase in numbers which includes
of staff applying for supporting
promotion.
promotion.

The promotion or
recruitment of two
female professors
and three female
senior lecturers.
An increase in the
number of female
researchers at grade
7

These numbers
are still small but
there is some
indication of an
upward trend.
4 senior
lecturers
promoted. Two
staff promoted
to reader. No
professor (but
only one Chair
has been
advertised
during Bronze).
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3.3

4
4.1*

To improve the
induction process for
new staff.

Via our Equality Survey
and interviews, the ASDC
identified that Department
policies and practices are
not communicated
consistently to new staff.
The resulting reliance on
informal networks might
differ in effectiveness for
men and women especially
those with caring
responsibilities or who are
part-time.

Career Advice and Support
Review and monitor
Equality Survey identified a
uptake of Mentoring
lack of clarity over the
Scheme.
existing mentoring
scheme, with poor uptake
and confidence in the
scheme.

Establish an online
staff repository of
information for staff.

VLE
Ongoing
coordinator &
SEI-Y web
manager

Update the current
ED staff handbook
which will form the
basis of a Dept
specific induction.

HoD Chair of
BoS and
ASDC.

Introduce a ‘buddy’
system for new staff
to facilitate better
flows of information
between staff.

HoD

6 months

Ongoing

Aug 2014 In next Equality
Survey, show an
improvement in the
induction
experiences of new
staff.
April
A staff handbook
2015
and online
repository of
relevant
information.
Sept
2014
New staff meeting
(when
regularly with
new staff buddies.
start)

Re-organise the
HoD and Chair 12 months Sept
mentoring scheme so of Research
2014
that it is offered to all Committee
academics and
researchers.
Ensure that mentors
and mentees are
offered training to
maximise the
effectiveness of the
scheme.

Improved
perception of
mentoring in next
Equality Survey.

In 2016,
induction was
not mentioned
as at all as an
issue for staff.

This has been
carried out –
since summer
2015 all staff
info is on a
dedicated VLE
site for staff.
A buddy system
was introduced
in Sept 2015.

All new staff
have been
offered mentors.
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4.2

Improve uptake of
training and careers
advice for researchers.

Training courses and
careers advice are
currently offered via the
University but information
is not always circulated to
all staff.

Advertise Careers
Careers
12 months Jan 2015
surgeries and training Service, Line
courses more widely. Managers and
Dept
Identify requirements administrator
for specific research s
skills in the
environmental
sciences.

Increase in staff
uptake of and
satisfaction with
training as recorded
in the next Staff and
Equality surveys.

Increase in
uptake of
training.
Satisfaction
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5

Culture, Communications and Departmental Organization

5.1*

Monitor committee
membership and
seminar speakers.

Seminar speakers are
Ongoing monitoring
ASDC &
roughly in-line with the sex and active selection of Seminar
ratio of the dept.
inspiring female
organisers
seminar speakers
Analysis for AS reveals that
females seem to be
overrepresented on ED
committees.

5.2

Improve awareness of
Equality and Diversity
at
- Welcome and
induction
sessions for all
new staff
Staff meetings

Equality Survey revealed
that approximately 20% of
staff have completed E&D
training.
Invited Prof Paul Walton to
a staff meeting to talk to
us about Unconscious Bias
and how the Chemistry
Dept increased numbers of
female readers and
professors.

Annual
July 2014 The percentage of
monitoring
female seminar
speakers increases
from 35% to 50%.

Check the workload
HoD and DMT Ongoing
models of female
academics to ensure
that their research
time is protected
from excessive admin
duties. (This might be
resolved when two
new academics start
in Sept 2014.)

Jan 2015
(next
PDR
meetings
)

The UoY’s Equality
ASDC and
30 months Sept
and Diversity Unit are Dept
2014
revising the current
Administrator
training.

Achieve gender
balance on
committees
commensurate with
Departmental sex
ratio whilst ensuring
that females are
involved in the
running of the ED.

8 / 19 speakers
were female in
2015/16
When asked, the
majority of ED
staff suggested
only male
speakers.
Goal – female
speaker for 2017
Xmas lecture.

Now have a
female Deputy
HoD.
Committees see application.
50% of PIs to take e- This course still
learning course.
has not been
updated by
Centre.

Encourage uptake of
new E&D e-learning
modules; Monitor
uptake.
Send info and links to
all staff
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5.3

5.4

5.5

5.6

Review and document
Department Workload
Model

This has been started.

Discuss with
individual staff how
much time new posts
require so more
accurate time
allocations can be
added to the Model.
Publicise the procedure Informal scheme in place Include information
for nominations for
about awards and
awards and prizes to all
prizes in circulars to
staff.
all staff. Discuss
options for targeting
individuals,
particularly women,
who might not
nominate themselves.
Publicize awards and
New website has rolling
Ensure that success
prizes on web, staff
news function.
stories featuring
meetings etc.
Newsletter produced each women are presented
term. New website
commensurate with
homepage launched with the sex ratio of the
updated news function
ED.

HoD and SEI-Y Ongoing
director

Jan 2015
(next
PDR
meetings
)

All staff to
Ongoing
pass on
information to
Dept.
Administrator
for circulation

Summer Increased awareness
2014
of staff about
(when
awards and prizes.
new
research
administr
ator in
post)

HoD,
newsletter
editor and
website
manager

Improve social aspect
of Department

HoD, seminar ongoing
organiser

Summer
2014
(when
new
research
administr
ator in
post)
June
2014

Group functions and
retirement parties held;
Xmas lecture & party – all
seen as positive to working
culture

Look to establish
more departmentwide events that
include students as
well as staff.

Ongoing

A better work-life
balance reported in
future Staff and
Equality surveys.

Workload model
reviewed Summer 2016

HoD and ED
administrator
passing on info
more
systematically.

Continue with good News function
practice.
has been
improved.
No analysis of
sex ratio of
stories.

Establishment of
summer staff party
and staff/student
quiz night.

Regular pizza
lunches have
been arranged.
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6
6.1

Career breaks/flexible working
Advertise parental
HR policies highlighted on
leave, return to work
website and job adverts
and flexible working
policies widely

6.2

Advertise career
success stories of
women with families in
the Department widely
and on the web
Develop a policy for
supporting staff after
returning from
maternity or adoption
leave.

6.3*

Add information
about flexible and
part-time working to
the Staff handbook,
new Induction Pack
and online staff
resource site (see AP
3.3).

Dept
ongoing
administrator,
HoD and
Website
Manager

August
2014

Not explicitly done.

Success stories from
staff and students to
be written and posted
on web page

Publicity
officer, ASDC
and Website
Manager

12 months August
2015

All returners meet with
HoD to discuss workload
after maternity leave.

Discuss with staff how
admin and teaching
workloads for
academic returners
can be minimised for
a term to allow
research activities to
be rejuvenated.
Provision of funding
to acquire pilot data
for applications.

HoD, Chair of
research
committee
and
DMT

ongoing

ECR stories have
been written
and posted on
website Dec
2016.
When
Maintain high return This has now
next staff rate after maternity been agreed and
member and adoption leave. advertised
goes on
within ED and
maternit
SEI-Y – Sept
y or
2016
adoption
leave.

All staff can request
flexible and part-time
working

In Staff and Equality
surveys, increase
the percentage of
staff who feel that
they are able to take
up flexible or parttime working
opportunities from
82% to 90%.
New web pages are
created.

Handbook has
been updated
Sept 2015 and
again in 2016.
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